
THE VIEW FROM 
THE CHAIR 

Our Section program, in connection with the Annual 
Meeting of the State Bar in Grand Rapids in September, was 
well attended and a great success. About 100 people attended 
the afternoon seminars: the first a thought provoking discus-
sion on free speech and work place harassment presented by 
Sheldon Stark, Professor Robert Sedler and Robert Ver-
cruysse; the second a stimulating discussion on employee ben-
efits litigation focusing on retiree health benefits presented by 
Andrew Nickelhoff, Diane Soubly and Tom Barnes; and 
finally, an insightful update on the recent Supreme Court rul-
ing in Heurtehise presented by John Runyan and Kendall 
Williams. 

At our business meeting we thanked past Chairperson Paul 
Kara for a job well done, and elected new officers and coun-
cil members. It is my turn to carry on as Chair, joined by Shel 
Stark as Vice-Chairperson, Janet Cooper as Secretary, and Vir-
ginia Metz as Treasurer, for the 1996-97 Council. As past chairs 
have stated, the greatest benefit of this job is working with 
Council members who are advocates for labor, management, 
plaintiffs, defendants, government attorneys, arbitrators and 
law professors who together provide the Section with programs 
and publications to educate, enlighten and entertain. The 96-
97 Council includes four new members who promise to carry 
on this tradition: the Dean of the University of Detroit Law 
School, Arbitrator and Labor Law Professor Stephen Mazu-
rak, UAW Associate General Counsel Connye Harper, Labor 
and Employment Rights Specialist Andrea Roumell Dickson, 
and Employment Rights Specialist Thomas Brady. We look 
forward to working with them. We also welcome back Paul 
Purcell from Saginaw as our liaison with the Board of Com-
missioners. 

We are finalizing plans for our first big event, the annual 
mid-winter meeting. It will be held Friday evening, January 
31 and Saturday, February 1, 1997 at the Ypsilanti Marriott 
Hotel and EMU Conference Center. After our traditional 
cocktail party and dinner on Friday, we are anticipating a 
nationally known speaker to entertain and inform us. The high-
light of the Saturday morning educational session will be a jury 
selection demonstration and opening statements by expert lit-
igators representing plaintiffs and defendants in a mock sex 
harassment case with a jury panel and a jury consultant. We 
will provide mailings in coming weeks with more details and 
reservation information. 

(Continued on page 27) 
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NEW LAW ALTERS 
TAXABILITY OF 

SETTLEMENTS AND AWARDS 
IN EMPLOYMENT CASES 

Theodore R. Opperwall and Thomas D. Hammerschmidt, Jr. 

Dickinson, Wright, Moon, Van Dusen & Freeman 

On August 20, 1996, President Clinton signed into law a bill 
that substantially affects how settlements and awards in employ-
ment cases must be treated for tax purposes. Most of the public-
ity surrounding the Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996, HR-
3448, had focused on the stepped-up minimum wage and certain 
tax incentives for adoptions. But a relatively obscure provision in 
the new law will alter the incentives for employers and employ-
ees contemplating settlements of employment claims. 

The new provision amends the Internal Revenue Code to nar-
row the exclusion from taxable income for "personal injury" 
damages. Following the effective date of the legislation (i.e., the 
date it was signed), nontaxable "personal injury" damages will 
exclude damages for non-physical injuries, including specifically 
damages in settlement of employment litigation or injuries to 
reputation where there is no physical injury or sickness. 

The new law expressly provides that emotional distress is not 
considered a physical injury or sickness. Therefore, damages or set-
tlement payments (other than for medical expenses) attributable to 
claims of emotional distress are now deemed taxable income. The 
committee report states that emotional distress includes, for this 
purpose, such physical symptoms as insomnia, headaches, and 
stomach disorders that may result from emotional distress. The new 
law also provides that punitive damages received from both phys-
ical and non-physical injuries are taxable. A transition rule will con-
tinue the exclusion of non-physical injury damages for amounts 
received pursuant to a binding agreement, court decree, or medi-
ation award that was in effect on or before September 13, 1995 — 
the date this legislation was first introduced. 

The committee reports state that no inference may be drawn 
from this legislation regarding the tax treatment for payments 
received under prior law. In recent years, the courts have been 
sharply split on whether awards in employment discrimination cases 
brought under federal or state law were non-taxable under the exclu-
sion for "personal injury" damages. In this new legislation, 
Congress has re-fashioned the test to create a "bright line" rule that 
turns entirely on whether injuries are physical or non-physical. By 
granting preferred tax treatment, Congress seems to be taking the 
position that physical injuries are more serious than emotional 
injuries. Although President Clinton signed the bill, he has indi-
cated that he is not in agreement with this position. 

(continued on page 27) 
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WORKPLACE HARASSMENT 
AND THE FIRST 

AMENDMENT 
Sheldon J. Stark and Margaret J. Sande 

Stark and Gordon 

I. ACTIONABLE WORKPLACE HARASSMENT 
A. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 USC 20003 

et seq., proscribes harassment on the basis of race, Davis v Mon-
santo Chemical Co, 858 F.2d 345 (6th Cir.1988), ethnicity, EEOC 
v Rogers, 454 F.2d 234 (5th Cir.1971) and religion, Blalock v Met-
als Trades, Inc, 775 F2d 703 (6th Cir.1985). Sexual harassment con-
stitutes sex discrimination in violation of Title VII. Mentor Sav-
ings Bank v Vinson 477 U.S. 57 (1986); Harris v Forklift Sys. Inc., 
114 S.Ct. 367 (1993). 

B. The Elliott Larsen Civil Rights Act (ELCRA), MCLA 
37.2101 et seq., MSA 3.548(101) et seq. specifically prohibits sex-
ual harassment in employment, as well as in public accommoda-
tions or services, education, or housing. MCLA 37.2103(i), MSA 
3.548(103)M. Racial harassment in employment has also been rec-
ognized as actionable. Sumner v Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co, 427 
Mich 505 (1986). 

C. Sexual Harassment is defined by the EEOC as lulnwel-
come sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other ver-
bal or physical conduct of a sexual nature," directed at members 
of one gender and not the other. 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(a). There are 
three distinct forms of sexual harassment: 

1. Quid Pro Quo - Sexual harassment that takes place whe 
an employer or employee in a supervisory position 
encourages or demands sexual favors from an employee 
and the employee must submit to the sexual demands, for-
feit job benefits and privileges, or be subjected to less 
favorable working conditions. McCallum v Dep't of Cor-
rections, 197 Mich App 589 (1992). 

2. Hostile Environment Sexual Harassment - Where an 
employee, in contrast to similarly situated workers of 
another gender, is subjected to a workplace so "perme-
ated with discriminatory intimidation, ridicule, and insult 
that [it] is sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the con-
ditions of [her] employment and create an abusive work-
ing environment." Harris v Forklift Systems, Inc., 114 
S.Ct. at 370. 

3. Retaliation - Both Title VII, § 704(a) and the ELCRA, 
MCLA 37.2701, MSA 3.548(701), prohibit retaliation 
against any person who has opposed a violation of the 
statute or participated in enforcement procedures. 
a. Retaliation may take the form of harassment, or 

employer toleration of harassment by fellow employ-
ees. EEOC decision No. 79-59, 26 FEP 1774 (May 
3, 1979). 

b. At least one federal court has analyzed a claim of 
harassment in retaliation for having filed a charge of 
sex discrimination, as a sexual harassment case. See 
Cobb v Anheuser Busch, Inc. 793 F.Supp. 14574,  
(E.D. Mo.1990). 

THE ELEMENTS OF A HOSTILE 
ENVIRONMENT HARASSMENT CLAIM 
A. 	Under Title VII: 
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1. The harassment must be gender-based. 

2. 	Employer must have sufficient notice of the harassment 
— either actual or constructive, and fail to take prompt 
and effective remedial action. Mentor, 477 U.S. 57, 66-
72; 29 C.F.R. § 1604.11(d). 
a. Notice is automatically imputed if the harasser is a 

supervisor acting within the actual or apparent scope 
of his authority. Kauffman v Allied Signal Inc, Auto-
lire Division, 970 F2d 178, 182-84 (6th Cir.1992). 

b. Harassment by nonmanagement employees is 
imputed to employer when employer knew or should 
have known of the harassment. Yates v Avco Corp., 
819 F2d 630 (6th Cir.1987). 

3. 	The harassment must be "sufficiently severe or pervasive 
to alter the terms, privileges or conditions of employment 
and create an abusive working environment." Mentor, 477 
U.S. 57, 67. 

4. 	Harassment must be "unwelcome." 
a. Victim must communicate unwelcomeness in some 

way: for example, telling harasser to stop; removing 
pornographic pictures, complaining, nonverbal com-
munication, etc. Mentor, 477 U.S. 57, 68. See also, 
Eide v Kelsey-Hayes Co., 154 Mich App 142 (1986), 
rev'd in part on other grounds, 431 Mich 26 (1988) 
for discussion of "unwelcomeness" requirement. 

b. Exception: harassment that is so patently degrading 
that unwelcomeness can be presumed. See e.g. 
Kotcher v Rosa & Sullivan Appliance Ctr, Inc., 53 
FEP 1148, 1150 (N.D.N.Y. 1990). 

5. Harassment must create an objectively as well as sub-
jectively hostile environment ("reasonable person" would 
agree with the plaintiff). Mentor, 477 U.S. at 67; Harris, 
114 S.Ct. 367, 370. 
a. 	The Sixth Circuit applied a "reasonable victim," i.e. 

reasonable woman standard in Yates v Avco Corp., 
819 F2d 630, 637 (6th Cir.1987). 

B. 	Under Elliott-Larsen: 

1. the employee belonged to a protected group; 

2. the employee was subjected to communication or conduct 
on the basis of sex; 

3. the employee was subjected to unwelcome sexual conduct 
or communication; 

4. the unwelcome sexual conduct or communication was 
intended to and did substantially interfere with the 
employee's employment or created an intimidating, hos-
tile, or offensive work environment; 
a. Existence of hostile environment is determined 

according to "reasonable person" rather than "rea-
sonable woman" standard. Radtke v Everett, 442 
Mich 368, 390 (1993). 

5. respondeat superior. 
Radtke v Everett, 442 Mich 368, 382-383 (1993), citing MCL 
§§ 37.2103(h), 37.2202(1)(a); MSA §§ 3.548(103)(h), 
3.548(202)(1)(a). 

HI. FIRST AMENDMENT CHALLENGES TO 
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT CLAIMS. 
A. Defense attorneys have raised First Amendment chal-

lenges in hostile environment sex harassment cases, arguing that  

prohibitions on discriminatory workplace expression violate the 
harassers' constitutional right to free speech. 

1. Challenge has normally been used as a "last resort," 
where defendant admits the fact of its speech and its dis-
criminatory impact, or where the court has found sexual 
harassment and is imposing injunctive relief. 

2. 	Only two federal district courts have actually ruled "four- 
square" on the constitutional issue, both finding no First 
Amendment bar to the prohibitions. Jenson v Eveleth 
Taconite Co., 824 F.Supp. 847 (D.Minn.1993); Robinson 
v Jacksonville Shipyards, Inc., 760 F.Supp. 1486 (M.D. 
Fla.1991). 
a. The Jenson court disagreed with Eveleth Taconite's 

contention that prohibiting undirected expressions of 
gender intolerance violated the First Amendment, in 
the context of the workplace. It found that: Tin con-
trast to the larger social context.. .expression in the 
workplace that is offensive to and has a psycholog-
ical impact on a member of a protected group may 
be prohibited." 

b. In Robinson v Jacksonville Shipyards, Inc., the court 
issued broad injunctive relief which included pro-
hibiting the possession of pornography in the work-
place. It reasoned that: 
1) The pornographic pictures and verbal harassment 

were not protected speech because they acted as 
discriminatory conduct. 

2) The injunctive relief ordered was appropriate 
time, place, and manner restriction. 

3) Even if the speech was fully protected by the 
First Amendment, the remedy was narrowly 
tailored to advance a compelling government 
interest in eradicating employment discrimina-
tion. 

3. The First Amendment defense may become more 
widespread, given the growing trend to use the First 
Amendment in support of a conservative agenda. 

B. 	Leading conservative commentators raising First Amend- 
ment concerns would place much more onerous burdens on sex 
harassment plaintiffs and drastically curtail the reach of discrim-
ination law. 

1 	One argues that: 
a. Only hostile environment claims with sufficiently 

severe physical contact should be permitted; and 
b. Undirected sexist speech should not be allowed as 

proof in a hostile environment claim, except to prove 
the motive of the harasser, and only if its prejudicial 
effect (which, according to this view, is great) does 
not outweigh its probative value. 

Kingsley R. Browne, Title VIII as Censorship: Hostile-
Environment Harassment and the First Amendment, 52 
Ohio St. L.J. 481 (1991). 

2. Another claims that verbal harassment should not give rise 
to liability unless it was consciously directed at a partic-
ular person that the harasser knew did not welcome it. 
Eugene Volokh, Comment, Freedom of Speech and Work-
place Harassment, 39 UCLA L. Rev. 1791 (1992). 

3. In the past, the ACLU took the position that sexual 
harassment claims not alleging physical or threatening 

(Continued on page 4) 
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conduct should be limited to situations where a specific 
employee is targeted so persistently as to result in demon-
strable harm. 
a. The ACLU of Florida filed an amicus brief in the llth 

Circuit, contesting the breadth of the court's reme-
dial order in Robinson v Jacksonville Shipyard—
which prohibited possession of pornography in the 
workplace-- as a prior restraint not narrowly tailored 
to prevent sex-based discrimination. 

b. The ACLU revised its policy in 1993. The ACLU's 
Official Policy on Sexual Harassment in the Work-
place, (Policy #316), no longer requires that the 
expression involved targets a particular employee. It 
specifically cites the uniqueness of the workplace—
"the existence of authority relationships, the economic 
necessity to remain, and the limited opportunity to 
respond" (16)  to support its position that even non-
targeted expression that is "sufficiently pervasive or 
intense" is actionable. 

4. 	Quid pro quo claims, it is argued, do not present the same 
First Amendment concerns as hostile environment claims 
because they are based on threats of adverse employment 
action, akin to "blackmail" or extortion. Browne, 52 
Ohio L.J. at 515. 

C. 	There are a number of problems with these First Amend-
ment-based but hyper- technical attacks on hostile environment dis-
crimination law. 

1. They give inadequate consideration to: (1) the workplace 
context in which the regulation takes place; (2) the power 
hierarchy involved; (3) the elements a plaintiff must 
prove in a hostile environment case; and (4) the forces at 
work which prevent overregulation. 

2. Critics wrongly presume there is a bright-line distinction 
between hostile environment and quid pro quo harassment, 
and fail to recognize that their proscriptions would greatly 
undermine all discrimination law. 
a. 	For an example of a non-First Amendment hyper- 

technical reading of the anti-sex harassment provi-
sions of Elliott-Larsen leading to a gross miscarriage 
of justice, see Champion v Nationwide Security Inc., 

(1995); Amy Horton, Comment, Of Supervision, Cen-
terfolds and Censorship: Sexual Harassment, The F4-
Amendment, and the Contours of Title VII, 46 U.Mi 
L.Rev. 403 (1991); Marcy Strauss, Sexist Speech in the 
Workplace, 25 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L.Rev. 1, 33-41 (1991). 

the Supreme Court upheld restrictions on inflam-
matory discriminatory speech interfering with work-
ers' that  riagnhotsvteo cortthIlrectiv 

threat of 
afrcetion taliautniodnerwthe RA It held 

that 
NnoLtpro. 

protected 
speech. 

4. 	There are compelling reasons to distinguish the workplace 
from the street, college campus, etc., areas where courts 
have struck down attempts to regulate offensive speech 
that creates a hostile environment. 
a. 	Federal court decisions to strike regulations include 

Doe v University of Michigan, 721 F.Supp. 852 
(ED. Mich.1989), and American Booksellers Ass 'n 
v. Hudnut, 771 F.2d 323 (7th Cir.1985). 
1) In dictum, the Doe court suggested that speech 

creating a hostile or abusive working  environ-
ment was unprotected.  721 F.Supp. at 863. 

2) Hudnut involved a broad ordinance which pro-
hibited pornography as a discriminatory practice, 
and more specifically "forcing pornography on 
any person in any place of employment, in edu-
cation, in a home, or in any public place." 771 
F.2d at 325. 

The workplace is not, and never has been, a free mar-
ketplace of expression. 
Physical setting of the workplace makes it difficult 
or impossible to avoid abusive speech and expressi 
Power differential in the workplace between ma 
and females: 
1) restricts a woman's ability to respond 
2) heightens the coercive tendency of the speech 
Employees depend on their jobs for their livelihood. 

IV. FREE SPEECH AND THE WORKPLACE 

	

1. 	Employer's real concern is not employees' rights to free 
speech, but that they have plenary control over what 
employees may say. Horton, 46 Miami L.Rev. at 436. 

	

2. 	Courts have historically afforded very little protection to 
employees' speech rights. 
a. 	Private employers can impose whatever speech poli- 

cies they choose on employees, and enforce them 
with the threat of dismissal. 
1) employment-at-will doctrine 
2) state action doctrine - employees shielded only 

from government interference with their First 
Amendment rights 

b. Even public employees may be prohibited from 
commenting on a matter of public concern if the 
State's interest in efficiently providing public services 
outweighs the public interest in such speech. Pick-
ering V Board of Education, 391 U.S. 563 (1968); 
Connick v Meyers, 461 U.S. 138 (1983). 

3. Courts have allowed a greater degree of regulation of 
speech in the workplace than on the street, especially in 
the labor law context. 
a. 	In NLRB v Gissel Packing Co, 395 U.S. 575 (196 

205 Mich App 263 (1994), reversed 450 Mich 702 
(1996). 

3. Critics also fail to weigh the Equal Protection clause into 
the constitutional equation, and undervalue the com-
pelling state interest in eradicating discrimination as 
embodied in Title VII, passed pursuant to the Commerce 
Clause. 

4. Finally, they grossly underestimate the gravity of the harm 
engendered by a hostile environment upon its victims. b. 

5. For arguments rejecting the claim that hostile environment 
law runs afoul of the First Amendment, see Deborah c.  

Epstein, Can a "Dumb Ass Woman" Achieve Equality in 
the Workplace? Running the Gauntlet of Hostile Envi-
ronment Harassing Speech, 84 Geo. L.J. 399 (1996); 

d.  

Suzanne Sangree, Title VII Prohibitions Against Hostile 
Environment Sexual Harassment and the First Amend- 
ment: No Collision in Sight, 47 Rutgers L.Rev. 461 e.  
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V. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST CURTAILING 
WORKPLACE HARASSMENT LAW 
A. Argument: Hostile environment prohibitions are neces-

sarily vague and over broad. 
Response: Plaintiffs must meet several rigorous proof require-

ments. See part ILA., infra. 

1. Notice provisions impose liability only on employer's who 
knew or should have known about the harassment and 
failed to take remedial action. 

2. Arbitrary or ad hoc enforcement is prevented because 
plaintiffs must meet an objective "reasonable person" or 
"reasonable woman" standard. 

3. Notice requirements and the "unwelcomeness" require-
ment meet concerns that the employer will not know what 
is prohibited. 

B. Argument: Hostile environment prohibitions result in 
over broad enforcement, and have a chilling effect on protected 
speech. 

Response: Evidence of how courts and employers have 
behaved does not support this contention. 

1. In practice, courts have been extremely restrained in 
imposing liability. See Epstein, 84 Geo.L.J. at 416, for a 
review of cases where liability was not imposed, despite 
the outrageous and compelling facts presented. 

2. 	Massive censorship by employers is not taking place. 
a. Employers recognize that employee morale problems 

may result from over-zealous restrictions on speech. 
See Sangree, 47 Rutgers L.Rev. 461, 551. 

b. The workplace is still stratified by sex, and male per-
ceptions of what constitutes acceptable behavior 
still define workplace rules of conduct. 

3. 	Statistics regarding the incidence of workplace harassment 
demonstrate that, if anything, it is under regulated. See e.g. 
Laurie W. Lebreton & Sara S. Loevy, Breaking New 
Ground: Worksite 2000, A Report Prepared by Chicago 
Women in Trades 10-12 (1992). See also Sharon Walsh, 
Hushing Up Harassment? Wash. Post, Apr. 9, 1995, at H1 
(citing 1993 Korn-Ferry Survey). 

4. 	Employers would have the same incentive to censor dis- 
criminatory speech whether a hostile environment cause 
of action is available or not, since speech is evidence of 
intent in other discrimination cases. See Epstein, 84 
Geo.L.J. 399, 418. 

5. 	The government's compelling interest in eradicating dis- 
crimination in employment outweighs its interest in pre-
venting the "chill" of an insubstantial amount of protected 
speech. The alternative would be to eviscerate employ-
ment discrimination law. 

C. 	Argument: Hostile environment harassment, unlike quid 
pro quo harassment, carries no threat, and expressions 
should therefore receive First Amendment protection. 

Response: In the context of the workplace, sexually explicit 
speech, pictures, and other forms of expression can be extremely 
threatening. 

1. Certain categories of speech receive only low-level, if any 
constitutional protection, either because the speech does 
not further First Amendment interests, or because the first 
amendment interests are outweighed by the harm incurred. 
R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S.Ct. 2538 at 2540 (listing 
obscenity, defamation, and fighting words as content-
based categories that can be regulated). 

2. Argument that quid pro quo discrimination is akin to 
blackmail, and hostile environment discrimination is 
not, ignores reality. Threats in a hostile environment 
may be implicit or explicit. 
a. Threat of sexual assault. 

1) In Robinson, coworkers made comments in 
plaintiff's presence regarding sexually explicit 
pictures of nude women hanging in the work area 
such as "I'd like to have some of that," and wrote 
abusive graffiti in the work area above where she 
hung her coat, including "lick me you whore dog 
bitch." 760 F.Supp at 1498-99. See also 
Rabideau v Osceola Ref Co., 805 F.2d 611, 623-
24 (6th Cir. 1986) (Keith, J., concurring in part, 
dissenting in part). 

b. Threat to put up with unequal conditions. See Naomi 
Wolf, THE BEAUTY MYTH 51-52 (1991) (describ-
ing pornography in the workplace as one of the sys-
tematic means by which men send women mes-
sages of their worthlessness). 

c. Threat to get out of the workplace altogether 
1) 	The Court in Jenson, citing RAV V City of St. 

Paul, noted that: "wearing a shirt on a street cor-
ner which says "a woman's place is on her 
back," would not subject the wearer to prosecu-
tion if the shirt's only characteristic is to com-
municate words of "gender intolerance." Id. at 
2546. However, that same shirt, if worn at work, 
is an act of expression that may be proscribed by 
Title VII, even though it is directed only at 
women generally.' 824 F.Supp. 847 at 884. 

d. Empirical but anecdotal evidence demonstrates signifi-
cant impact on emotional well-being of victims, thereby 
effecting productivity, morale and attendance. See Sec-
tion IV, infra. 

D. Argument: Captive audience doctrine, which permits the 
government to regulate the content of speech to protect the rights 
of captive listeners, is inapplicable in a workplace context. 

Response: The underlying rationale for captive audience 
doctrine is equally if not more germane in the employment setting. 

1. In Frisby v Schultz, 487 U.S. 474,484 (1988), the Court 
upheld an ordinance prohibiting focused picketing in 
front of a particular residence as a valid time, place and 
manner regulation. 

2. "Captive audience" doctrine has also allowed limita-
tions on speech in public buses, Lehman v City of Shaker 
Heights, 418 U.S. 298, 304 (1974) (plurality opinion); in 
front of abortion clinics, See Madsen v Women's Health 
Ctr, Inc., 114 S.Ct. 2516, 2528 (1994); and over the phone. 
Gormley v Director Conn State Dep't of Probation, 632 
F.2d 938 (2d Cir.), cert denied, 449 U.S. 1023 (1980); 
Shakleford v Shirley, 948 F.2d 935 (5th Cir.1991). 

(Continued on page 6) 

f. These factors combine to create a "captive audience." 
See part V.D., below. 

g. Other avenues of communication, outside the 
employment setting, are available to the communi-
cator 
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3. 	Employees, and particularly female employees, have lit- 
tle or no control over their work environments. It is dif-
ficult to imagine a more "captive audience." 

E. Argument: The reasoning in labor law cases which 
uphold restrictions on speech is inapplicable in the context of work-
place discrimination. 

Response: The same unique employment relationship and its 
potential for even subtle coercion, which supported the Court's hold-
ing in NLRB v Gissel Packing Co., is present in hostile environ-
ment cases like Robinson. 

1. Gissel confirmed that Congress had the power, under the 
Commerce clause, to impose content-based speech restric-
tions in the workplace to achieve values embodied in the 
greater Constitution. 

2. The Gissel Court recognized that employers could indi-
rectly undermine valid economic policy that promoted 
constitutional interests. 

F. 	Argument: Hostile environment doctrine outlaws certain 
viewpoints from the workplace. 

Response: 

I. Viewpoints are only targeted when they operate to bur-
den a person's employment on the basis of gender, race, 
etc. 

2. 	The same argument could be made for discrimination law 
in general, including quid pro quo harassment law. See 
Sangree, 47 Rutgers L.Rev. at 521-522. 
a. No bright line exists between prohibiting the expres-

sive content of speech, and prohibiting conduct that 
is discriminatory. 

b. Outlawing discrimination has the effect of sup-
pressing the message that discrimination communi-
cates. 

c. Employment can be burdened by speech, actions, or 
a combination of both. 

3. Courts have departed from the "viewpoint neutrality" 
requirement, especially in "captive audience" cases. See 
infra, part IV.D. 

VI. CRITICS OF HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT LAW 
UNDERESTIMATE THE SUBSTANTIAL HARM 
THAT RESULTS FROM HOSTILE WORKPLACES 
A. Women are subjected to severe and pervasive abuse 

while their male counterparts are free to perform their jobs with-
out facing these obstacles 

1. 	Many women suffer physically and psychologically. 

2. 	Has an adverse effect on job performance. 
a. 	As the Michigan Court of Appeals noted, "[Blecause 

of their historical vulnerability in the work place, 
women are more likely to regard a verbal or physi-
cal sexual encounter as a coercive and degrading 
reminder that the woman involved is viewed more as 
an object of sexual desire than as a credible coworker 
deserving of respect. Such treatment can prevent 
women from feeling, and others from perceiving them 
as equal in the work place." Radtke v Everett, 189 
Mich App 346,355 (1991), aff 'd in part, rev'd & rem. 
in part, 442 Mich 368 (1993). 

3. Women experience increased job dissatisfaction, an 
increased chance of quitting or being fired, and deterrenc 
from seeking promotions or transfers. Robinson, 7 
F.Supp. at 1503. 

4. The presence of pornographic pictures subjects women 
to the pressures of either conforming to the sex-object 
stereotyping to get along with co-workers, or fighting 
against it. 

B. 	Women are effectively excluded from better, higher pay- 
ing jobs. 

1. 	One commentator cites the use of pornography in male-dom- 
inated workplaces, and particularly in the skilled trades, as 
a means of telling women they are not wanted there, and sug-
gests that "when male employees fight adamantly for their 
`right' to use pornography at work, a crucial question to ask 
is 'Why?" Note, Pornography, Equality, and a Discrimi-
nation-Free Workplace: A Comparative Perspective, 106 
Han'. L.Rev. 1075, 1087, 1091 (1993). 

C. Pornography plays a central role in creating and main-
taining sex as a basis of discrimination, harming women's oppor-
tunity for equality. American Booksellers Ass'n v. Hudnut,771 F.2d 
at 329. 

VII. CIVIL RIGHTS STATUTES WOULD BECOME 
VIRTUALLY UNENFORCEABLE IF PROPOSED 
CURTAILMENTS WERE IMPLEMENTED 

A. 	Limiting the evidentiary use of verbal harassment would 
make it extremely difficult to prove many cases, including quid pro 
quo cases. 

B. 	Requiring that verbal harassment be intentionally direct./ 
at the victim, and that the harasser have knowledge of unwel-
comeness, would allow discriminatory behavior in the common sit-
uation where the victim tries to roll with the punches and does not 
confront the harasser, but reports the behavior to a supervisor or 
personnel director. 

1 	There may be many harassers. 

2. Creates disincentive for supervisor to do anything—
because supervisor would then be giving harasser notice 
of unwelcomeness. 

C. Striking down hostile environment claims will allow 
employers to circumvent discrimination law and subvert the goals 
of discrimination law. 

1. As the Robinson court stated: "It is absurd to believe that 
Title VII opened the doors of [all-male workplaces or 
workplaces that historically excluded women intention-
ally] and closed them in substance. A pre-existing atmo-
sphere that deters women from entering or continuing in 
a profession or job is no less destructive to and offensive 
to workplace equality than a sign declaring 'Men Only." 
760 F.Supp. at 1526. 

2. Michigan law recognizes its obligation to free working 
women from discriminatory, hostile environments. 
According to Michigan Court of Appeals Judge Harold 
Hood, the state's Civil Rights Act contemplates as one of 
its goals no less than "eliminating sexual harassment fr 
the workplace and ensuring employees the right to w 
in an environment free from discriminatory intimidation, 
ridicule, and insult." Radtke v Everett, 189 Mich App 346, 
355 (1991), aff'd in part, rev'd. & rem. in part, 442 Mich 
368 (1993). 

• -, 
• IJ 
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THE FIRST AMENDMENT IN 
• THE WORKPLACE: 

PRIVATE FREE SPEECH VS. 
LEGAL PROTECTIONS 

AGAINST DISCRIMINATION 
Robert A. Sedler 

Professor of Law 
Wayne State University 

I am not an employment discrimination lawyer. I am a con-
stitutional lawyer and constitutional law professor who has writ-
ten in the area of the First Amendment and who has litigated a num-
ber of First Amendment cases. So, I will be approaching the topic 
from the outside, so to speak, with reference to what I have called 
the "law of the First Amendment." See Sedler, The First Amend-
ment in Litigation: The "Law of the First Amendment," 48 Wash. 
& Lee L. Rev. 457 (1990). The "law of the First Amendment" con-
sists of the First Amendment principles, doctrines and precedents 
that have been developed by the Supreme Court in First Amend-
ment cases over the years. I will apply the "law of the First 
Amendment" to determine the constitutionality of governmental 
efforts under Title VII and Elliot-Larsen to sanction as "discrim-
ination" speech - spoken or written words or representations - that 
akes place in the workplace. The First Amendment question 

would arise when the claim of discrimination in the particular case 
is based on words or writings that purportedly created an "intim-
idating, hostile or offensive employment environment" for minori-
ties, women or members of other protected groups. The employer 
defends against the discrimination charge by asserting that the impo-
sition of liability against the employer on this basis would violate 
the First Amendment rights of the employer and/or of the employ-
ees who engaged in the speech in issue. Whenever the employer 
is sought to be held liable for the speech of employees, the First 
Amendment rights of the employer and the employee are inter-
twined, so that the employer can assert the First Amendment 
rights of the employee as well as its own. See e.g.,Griswold v. Con-
necticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). 

It should be noted at the outset that the First Amendment 
applies fully to governmental efforts under Title VII and Elliot-
Larsen to sanction workplace speech. Here the government is act-
ing as regulator and is seeking to impose liability on the employer 
because the employer either engaged in speech, or more typically, 
permitted its employees to engage in speech that the government 
claims constitutes impermissible discrimination. Whenever the gov-
ernment acts as regulator, it is subject to the full panoply of First 
Amendment restrictions, and cannot assert special concerns that 
it sometimes may assert when acting as employer or dispenser of 
benefits. Likewise, the "labor speech" doctrine, developed in the 

ilcontext of governmental regulation of labor relations under NLRA, 
is based on considerations specific to that context, such as the need 
to maintain the balance between labor and management by pro-
hibiting speech that may be deemed threatening or coercive. That 
doctrine has no applicability to governmental efforts to prohibit "dis-
criminatory speech" in the workplace. 

My rather cursory review of the reported cases indicates that 
for the most part the First Amendment issue is not squarely pre-
sented in these cases. This is probably because in most cases, lia-
bility is not sought to be predicated solely on pure speech. Usu-
ally purportedly "offensive" speech is intermixed with conduct, and 
the "offensive" speech is presented as a part of the "totality of the 
circumstances" relied on to establish an "intimidating, hostile or 
offensive employment environment." Moreover, where only pure 
speech is involved, it is not likely in most cases to be "sufficiently 
severe or pervasive enough as to alter the conditions of employ-
ment or create an objectively hostile or abusive employment envi-
ronment." Mentor Savings Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57,67 
(1986). And in the few cases where a First Amendment question 
has been raised, the courts have given it little consideration, and 
have not carefully separated the speech component from the con-
duct component of the discrimination claim. For these reasons I 
generally will not be referring to the reported cases in my article. 

My essential thesis is that under the "law of the First Amend-
ment" most speech in the workplace is protected by the First 
Amendment, and that as a general proposition, workplace speech 
cannot constitutionally be relied on to form the basis of a dis-
crimination claim, no matter how offensive it may be to minori-
ties, women or members of other protected groups. I will also dis-
cuss the circumstances in which workplace speech is not 
constitutionally protected because it amounts to what I call an 
"unlawful verbal act." In developing this thesis, I will be drawing 
on my own experience in litigating successful First Amendment 
challenges to the University of Michigan and Central Michigan Uni-
versity "discriminatory speech" codes. Dambrot v. Central Michi-
gan University, 55 F. 3d 1177 (6th Cir.1995); Doe v. University of 
Michigan, 721 F.Supp. 852 (E.D.Mich.1989). In these cases, the 
codes, which prohibited speech that "created an intimidating, 
hostile or offensive educational environment," were invalidated on 
their face for overbreadth and vagueness. 

The reason why the universities' "discriminatory speech" 
codes were held unconstitutional is that their underlying premises 
- reflected in the concept of an "intimidating, hostile or offensive 
educational environment" - are inconsistent with two fundamen-
tal First Amendment principles, the principle of content neutral-
ity and the principle of protection of offensive speech. Under the 
principle of content neutrality, the government may not prohibit 
speech because of its content or the message it conveys. The gov-
ernment cannot say that some ideas, such as equality, are "good" 
ideas, while other ideas, such as "inequality," are "bad" ideas. The 
Supreme Court has gone so far as to hold that even where the speech 
is otherwise unprotected, such as "fighting words," the government 
cannot draw distinctions based on content. Thus, in R.A.V v. City 
of St.Paul, 505 U.S. 377 (1992), the Court struck down an ordi-
nance that prohibited only "fighting words that provoke violence 
on the basis of race, color, creed, religion or gender." As the 
Sixth Circuit explained in Dambrot, "The Supreme Court held the 
First Amendment does not allow the imposition of special prohi-
bitions on those speakers who express views on disfavored sub-
jects." Thus, the government cannot prohibit the expression of 
"racist" or "sexist" ideas, either on the campus or in the workplace. 
These ideas are protected from governmental sanction under the 
principle of content neutrality. Indeed, the very concept of "dis-
criminatory speech" is inconsistent with that principle. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Under the principle of protection of offensive speech, the gov-
ernment may not prohibit the expression of an idea on the ground 
that the idea itself or the manner in which the idea is expressed is 
highly offensive to many people. As the Supreme Court stated in 
Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397 (1990), when striking down the 
Texas flag desecration law: "[i]f there is a bedrock principle 
underlying the First Amendment, it is that the government may not 
prohibit the expression of an idea simply because society finds the 
idea itself offensive or disagreeable." Nor may the government pro-
hibit the expression of an idea in a particular manner that is 
highly offensive, such as by the use of an "unseemly expletive," 
as in Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971), where Cohen wore 
a jacket with the message, "Fuck the Draft." Therefore, any time 
the government tries to justify a restriction on speech on the 
ground that the speech is "offensive," the justification is necessarily 
improper. In the context of workplace speech, this means, for exam-
ple, that the government cannot prohibit male employees from say-
ing things that female employees may find offensive or from dis-
playing pictures of naked women at their work stations. And 
again, the very concept of an "offensive employment environment" 
produced by speech is inconsistent with the principle of protection 
of offensive speech. 

We turn now to the void on its face doctrine. The void on its 
face doctrine finds its source in the chilling effect concept. In order 
to prevent a chilling effect on expression resulting from the exis-
tence and threatened enforcement of overbroad and vague laws reg-
ulating or applicable to acts of expression, such laws may be chal-
lenged on their face for substantial overbreadth or vagueness 
without regard to whether the activity of the party challenging the 
law is itself constitutionally protected. As the Supreme Court has 
stated, a statute or other law is unconstitutional on its face on over-
breadth grounds if there is a "realistic danger that the statute 
itself will significantly compromise recognized First Amendment 
protections of parties not before the court." Members of City 
Council v. Taxpayers for Vincent, 466 U.S. 789, 801 (1984). 
Under the void on its face doctrine, the constitutional analysis does 
not go beyond the terms of the law itself. The court looks to the 
terms of the law and determines whether the law includes or is so 
vague that it reasonably could be interpreted to include within its 
prohibitions a substantial amount of protected expression. If so, the 
law is void on its face. Once a law is held to be void on its face, 
the law literally ceases to exist: it cannot be enforced against any 
person in any circumstance. 

In Dambrot and Doe, the courts held that the universities' "dis-
criminatory speech" policies were void on their face for overbreadth 
and vagueness. Those policies were premised on the concept that 
speech could produce an "intimidating, hostile or offensive edu-
cational environment," and so for that reason could be prohibited. 
The University of Michigan policy, for example, prohibited "any 
behavior, verbal or physical, that stigmatizes or victimizes an indi-
vidual on the basis of race. . . and that. . . creates an intimidat-
ing, hostile or demeaning environment for educational pursuits,  

employment or participation in University-sponsored extra-cur-
ricular activities." It was the use of the terms, "intimidating, hos-
tile or offensive educational environment" that rendered the pol 
icy impermissibly vague and overbroad. Substantially the same 
terms were used in the Central Michigan University policy. The 
terms of the "discriminatory speech" policies invalidated in those 
cases are identical to the terms used in the EEOC guidelines and 
in sec. 2103d1(iii) of Elliot-Larsen, and in fact were taken from the 
EEOC guidelines and Elliot-Larsen. Sec. 21030,1(iii)'s definition 
of sexual discrimination by sexual harassment includes "verbal con-
duct of a sexual nature [that] has the purpose of effect of . . . cre-
ating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive employment environ-
ment." For the same reasons then, that the universities' 
"discriminatory speech" policies were held to be void on their face 
for overbreadth and vagueness in Dambrot and Doe, this part of 
section 2103d1(iii) and the EEOC guidelines are likewise void on 
their face. 

As the above discussion makes clear, most so-called "dis-
criminatory speech" in the workplace is protected by the First 
Amendment principles of content neutrality and the protection of 
offensive speech. Thus, the purported "discriminatory" nature of 
the speech cannot constitutionally be relied on to form the basis 
of an employment discrimination claim, no matter how hostile or 
offensive the speech may be to minorities, women or members of 
other protected groups. 

When then is workplace speech not constitutionally pro-
tected, so that it can be relied on to form the basis of a discrimi-
nation claim? My answer to this question is based primarily on the& 
concept of what I call an "unlawful verbal act." Where conduct is 
otherwise unlawful, independent of the fact that it is carried out by 
words or writing, that conduct is not protected by the First Amend-
ment. That is, the conduct is no less unlawful simply because it is 
carried out by words or writing. As the Supreme Court has stated: 
"[i]t has never been deemed an abridgment of freedom of speech 
or press to make a course of conduct illegal merely because the con-
duct was in part initiated, evidenced or carried out by means of lan-
guage." Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Co., 336 U.S. 490,502 
(1949). I use the term, "unlawful verbal acts" to refer to such unpro-
tected "conduct by speech." 

The examples of "unlawful verbal acts" with which we are 
most familiar are crimes that are carried out by means of words, 
such as perjury, bribery or illegal solicitation. "Fighting words," 
in the sense of a one-to-one invitation to a fight, likewise are not 
constitutionally protected. Other examples of "unlawful verbal acts" 
include libel, the intentional infliction of emotional distress, and 
obscene or harassing telephone calls. Note, however, that because 
libel and the intentional infliction of emotional distress do involve 
speech, the First Amendment limits the circumstances in which the 
government can impose liability for these torts, particularly where 
the alleged victim is a public official or a public figure. See e.g., 
New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964); Hustler Maga-
zine v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46 (1988). 

An act of discrimination that is carried out by means of speech 
or writing may amount to an "unlawful verbal act," such as a news- Wir 
paper's carrying sex-designated "help-wanted" advertisements. 
The newspaper's carrying sex-designated help-wanted advertise-
ments itself amounts to an act of discrimination, because it sepa-
rates male and female job-seekers and so facilitates employment dis- 
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crimination on the basis of gender. The act of discrimination exists 
independently of any "message" that the carrying of such adver-
*sements may convey, and so may constitutionally be prohibited. 

See Pittsburgh Press v. Pittsburgh Commission on Human Relations, 
413 U.S. 376 (1973). However, the newspaper has a First Amend-
ment right to criticize the ban on carrying sex-designated help-
wanted advertisements, and may print that criticism in its classified 
section right next to the help-wanted advertisements. So too, an 
employer has a First Amendment right to criticize anti-discrimination 
laws, even while the employer is complying with those laws. 

The clearest example of an "unprotected verbal act" in the 
workplace is what has been called quid pro quo sexual harassment. 
Section 2103ii1(i)(ii) of Elliot-Larsen defines sexual harassment 
to include "verbal conduct or communication of a sexual nature 
when submission to such conduct or communication is made a term 
or condition either explicitly or implicitly to obtain employment, 
or submission to or rejection of such conduct or communication 
by an individual is used as a factor in decisions affecting such indi-
vidual's employment." I fail to see what is gained by calling such 
conduct sexual harassment. It is out-and-out sexual discrimination. 
The employee is denied employment or is otherwise discriminated 
against in the workplace because of the employee's failure to sub-
mit to the employer or supervisor's demands. And it would not mat-
ter whether the employer's demands are that the employee engage 
in sex with the employer or supervisor, go out on a date with him, 
or listen to him brag of his sexual exploits. The employee is 
being discriminated against because of her sex, and the employer's 
speech communicating his demands to her amount to an "unpro- 

cted verbal act." 

Another example of discrimination amounting to an "unpro-
tected verbal act" is an employer or supervisor's discriminatory or 
abusive treatment of an employee because of that employee's race, 
gender or other protected status. It does not matter that the dis-
criminatory or abusive treatment is carried out by means of 
speech, such as where an employer or supervisor directs deroga-
tory and humiliating racial, ethnic or sexual epithets to an employee. 
It is the discriminatory or abusive treatment that is impermissible 
regardless of how it is carried out. I illustrate this point by a case 
where, in an argument with an African-American employee, the 
employer stated, "all you niggers are alike." When the employee 
walked away, the employer continued to follow him and contin-
ued to call him a "nigger." When the employee objected to the 
employer's use of racial epithets and said that he wanted to be 
treated "like a human being," the employer replied, "[y]ou're not 
a human being, your a nigger." The employee left his job and never 
returned. The employer was held liable for engaging in an act of 
racial discrimination toward that employee. The act of racial dis-
crimination resulted from the employer's abusive treatment of the 
employee because of his race, and it was irrelevant that the abu-
sive treatment was carried out by means of speech. Bailey v. 
Binyon, 583 F.Supp. 923 (N.D.I11.1984). 

A final example of discrimination in the workplace amount-
ing to an "unlawful verbal act" involves the targeted and persis-
ent hostile behavior of fellow employees toward an employee or 

small group of employees because of race, gender or other protected 
status. Suppose that a woman is hired in an office where all the other 
employees are men. The men clearly object to her presence and do 
everything they can to make her life in the office miserable,  

thereby altering the conditions of her employment. This behavior 
includes a daily barrage of sexual remarks and putting pictures of 
naked women on her desk. The targeted and persistent hostile 
behavior of her fellow employees toward this woman goes beyond 
the expression of the idea that they object to her presence in the 
office, which would be protected by the First Amendment. It is anal-
ogous to the intentional infliction of emotional distress and so may 
properly be treated as act of discrimination amounting to an 
"unprotected verbal act." Note that, as regards the act of discrim-
ination, it is irrelevant that the hostile behavior took the form of 
a barrage of sexual remarks and putting pictures of naked women 
on her desk. The result would be the same if the behavior took the 
form of a barrage of hostile non-sexual remarks and putting dead 
mice on her desk. It is the targeted and persistent hostile behav-
ior toward the employee because of her gender - by whatever means 
- that results in impermissible discrimination. 

It must also be emphasized that the concept of an "unlawful 
verbal act" may be applied only to activity that is otherwise 
unlawful,independent of any communicative conduct. The gov-
ernment may not avoid the constraints of the First Amendment sim-
ply by making the expression of particular ideas "unlawful" 
because of the purported harm that such expression is deemed to 
cause to individuals or to the public at large. For example, the gov-
ernment could not, consistent with the First Amendment, prohibit 
"racist" or "sexist" speech in the workplace, simply by defining 
such speech as an "act of discrimination" that is harmful to minor-
ity persons and women. 

In my writings on campus speech codes, I have said that a ban 
on racial epithets in the classroom would not violate the First 
Amendment. Epithets are inherently demeaning to minority stu-
dents and are inconsistent with the appropriate level of discourse 
in a university classroom. And there is certainly no need for any 
one to express any idea by the use of racial epithets. For these rea-
sons, I argued that a restriction on the use of racial epithets in the 
classroom could be sustained as a reasonable time, place and man-
ner regulation of classroom speech. The same reasoning would sus-
tain a ban on the use of epithets in the workplace. 

However, any governmental effort to ban the use of epithets 
in the classroom or in the workplace is subject to two important 
qualifications. First, R.A.V. makes it clear that the ban could not 
be limited only to "racist" or "sexist" epithets, since this would vio-
late the principle of content neutrality. The ban would have to 
include all epithets that demean a person on the basis of that per-
son's characteristics, not merely those that demean a person on the 
basis of race or gender. Second, in order to withstand a vagueness 
challenge, the ban would have to be drafted very precisely, prob-
ably to the point of prescribing particular epithets and kindred 
words. With these two important qualifications, a ban on the use 
of epithets in the workplace would not violate the First Amendment. 

Finally, I want to say something about the employer's liabil-
ity for failing to prevent the "hostile, intimidating and offensive" 
speech of other employees. My understanding is that most of the 
"hostile, intimidating and offensive employment environment" 
cases involve an effort to hold the employer liable for the behav-
ior of fellow employees toward minority persons, women and mem-
bers of other protected groups. My colleague, Kingsley Browne, 
has cogently demonstrated how the fear of liability for "hostile envi- 

(Continued on page 10) 
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ronment discrimination" causes employers to censor employee 
speech in the workplace. See Browne, Title VII as Censorship: Hos-
tile-Environment Harassment and the First Amendment, 52 Ohio 
State U. 481 (1991). The employer's genuine fear of such liability 
and the resulting censorship of employee speech illustrates very 
clearly the chilling effect on protected speech due to the existence 
and threatened enforcement of overbroad and vague laws, and sup-
ports the justification for the void on its face doctrine. The facial 
invalidation of the "hostile, intimidating and offensive" speech pro-
visions of the EEOC guidelines and the provisions of sec. 
2103(  1 )(iii) of Elliot-Larsen should go a long way toward elimi-
nating employer censorship of employee speech in the work-
place. Indeed, under the First Amendment analysis I have posited 
the employer would be vicariously liable for the speech of its 
employees only where that speech was a part of the targeted and 
persistent hostile behavior of fellow employees toward an employee 
or small group of employees because of race, gender or other pro-
tected status. Since such a situation is so limited and so easily iden-
tified, it is difficult to see how the imposition of liability on an 
employer who failed to take action to prevent it would encourage 
the employer to censor protected workplace speech. 

I would also submit that the First Amendment precludes the 
introduction of any evidence of otherwise protected "offensive" 
speech by fellow employees as a part of the "totality of the cir-
cumstances" relied on to establish an "intimidating, hostile or offen-
sive employment environment" claim. Assuming that the use of this 
term in the EEOC guidelines and in sec. 2103d)(iii) of Elliot-Larsen 
is limited to conduct (such a narrowing construction would pre-
serve their constitutionality), the existence of such an environment 
can only be established by proof of improper conduct, and not by 
an intermixture of conduct and "offensive" speech. To allow the 
existence of an "intimidating, hostile or offensive employment envi-
ronment" to be proved in part by evidence of protected "offensive" 
speech undercuts the very protection that the First Amendment is 
designed to afford to "offensive" speech. Likewise, the introduc-
tion of such evidence, even for a purportedly limited purpose, cre-
ates a risk that the jury would find liability, at least in part, on the 
basis of the protected "offensive" speech. Where protected speech 
and unprotected conduct have been intermixed in the same course 
of activity, a jury finding of liability cannot be permitted to stand 
if there is the possibility that the jury based its finding of liability 
in part on the protected speech rather than on the unprotected con-
duct. See NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886 
(1982); Bachellar v. Maryland, 397 U.S. 564 (1970); Street v. New 
York, 394 U.S. 576 (1969). For these reasons, the First Amendment 
bars the introduction of any evidence of otherwise protected 
"offensive" speech by fellow employees as a part of the "totality 
of the circumstances" relied on to establish an "intimidating, hos-
tile or offensive employment environment." 

In summary, the First Amendment precludes the imposition 
of liability for most speech in the workplace, and workplace 
speech cannot constitutionally be relied on to form the basis of a  

discrimination claim, no matter how hostile or offensive that 
speech may be to minorities, women or members of other protected • -1 
groups. To the extent that the "intimidating, hostile or offensiv 
employment environment" provisions of the Title VII guidelines 
or section 21030.1(iu) of Elliot-Larsen are invoked against work-
place speech, these provisions are void on their face. What is not 
protected in the workplace is what has been called quid pro quo 
sexual harassment (which I see simply as out-and-out sexual dis-
crimination), an employer or supervisor's discriminatory or abu-
sive treatment of an employee because of that employee's race, gen-
der or other protected status, such as by directing derogatory and 
humiliating epithets at that employee, and the targeted and persistent 
hostile behavior of fellow employees toward an employee or 
small group of employees because of race, gender or other protected 
status. In these circumstances, its does not matter that the other-
wise improper conduct is carried out by means of speech. Finally, 
a ban on the use of epithets in the workplace, assuming that it is 
not content-based and is precisely defined, would not violate the 
First Amendment. 

Finally, let me say something about how my First Amendment 
analysis of workplace speech would play out in employment dis-
crimination litigation. The lawyers for employers who are sued for 
"hostile employment environment" discrimination should argue that 
the First Amendment precludes the imposition of liability against 
the employer for allowing purportedly "offensive" speech in the 
workplace and precludes the introduction of any evidence of — 
"offensive" speech as part of the "totality of the circumstances' 
relied on to establish an "intimidating, hostile and offensive 
employment environment." To the extent that the EEOC guidelines 
or the provisions of section 2103a1(iii) of Elliot-Larsen are 
invoked in an effort to impose liability for workplace speech, the 
lawyers for the employers should argue that these provisions are 
void on their face for overbreadth and vagueness. Turning now to 
the plaintiffs, lawyers for women employees asserting claims for 
what has been called quid pro quo sexual harassment may simply 
assert that the women have been the victims of discrimination on 
the basis of sex, although there are no First Amendment problems 
with the language of section 2103010 and (ii) of Elliot-Larsen. The 
lawyers for women employees who have been subject to sexually 
harassing conduct should probably avoid asserting their claims 
under section 21031D(iii) in order to avoid a facial challenge. They 
may simply assert that the women have been the victims of dis-
crimination on the basis of sex and ignore the matter of sexual 
harassment. The same is true when women employees have been 
subject to targeted and persistent hostile behavior by fellow 
employees, notwithstanding that this behavior may have included 
communications of a sexual nature, and so in common parlance 
would constitute sexual harassment. 

In this article, I have based my analysis of the constitutional 
protection of workplace speech on the "law of the First Amend-
ment." While many academic commentators take a different view 
of when speech in the workplace should be protected and argue that 
"discriminatory speech" should be excluded from the workplace, 
I respectfully submit that my analysis is the one that will hold up 
when the issue is squarely raised in court. 
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ECONOMIC AND UNFAIR 
OLABOR PRACTICE STRIKES: 

CONFLICTS INVOLVING 
STRIKERS AND 
REPLACEMENT 

EMPLOYEES 
Amy Bachekler, Field Attorney 

Region Seven, National Labor Relations Board 

This outline sets forth selected issues and cases relating to con-
flicts arising during work stoppages affecting competing groups 
of employees, including strikers, replacement employees, non-
strikers and returning strikers. The outline was prepared in con-
nection with a presentation at the Bernard Gottfried Memorial Labor 
Law Symposium held at Wayne State University on October 24, 
1996. The views expressed are those of the author and not neces-
sarily those of the National Labor Relations Board. 

I. Historical starting point 

NLRB v Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co., 304 U.S. 333, 2 
LRRM 610, 614 (1938). It is not an unfair labor practice for an 
employer to permanently replace economic strikers in order to carry 
on its business. Employer is not required to displace permanent 
replacement employees to create vacancies for striking employees 

fikho wish to return (dictum) . 

H. Striker reinstatement in situation in which Employer 
hires new employees - strikers vs. new hires 

NLRB v Fleetwood Trailer Co., 389 U.S. 375,66 LRRM 2737, 
2738-39 (1967). Employer hiring of new employees while refus-
ing to reinstate strikers following offer to return, violation with-
out regard to motivation, in the absence of legitimate and substantial 
business justification. Employer has burden of proof to demonstrate 
justification. 

Court in dictum cites Mackay for the proposition that a legit-
imate and substantial business justification for refusing to reinstate 
strikers requesting return exists when jobs are held by permanent 
replacements hired by employer in order to continue operations dur-
ing a strike. Id. at 2738. 

III. Competing rights of strikers and replacements in 
strike situation in which permanent replacements hired 

Economic Strike - Rights of economic strikers who uncon-
ditionally apply for reinstatement at time when positions filled by 
permanent replacements - 1) Strikers remain employees and 2) 
are entitled to full reinstatement upon departure of replacements 
unless they have in the meantime acquired regular and substantially 
equivalent employment or employer can sustain burden to show 
that its failure to offer reinstatement is for legitimate and substantial 
business reasons. Laidlaw Corp., 171 NLRB 1366, 1369-70, 68 

ilLRRM 1252 (1968), enfd. 414 F.2d 99, 71 LRRM 3054 (7th Cir. 
1969), cert. denied 397 U.S. 920 (1970). 

Unfair Labor Practice Strike - Upon an unconditional offer 
to return, unfair labor practice strikers are entitled to immediate rein-
statement, even if employer must discharge permanent replacements 
to do so, absent a legitimate and substantial business justification. 

E.g. Marchese Metal Industries, 313 NLRB 1022, 1032, 146 
LRRM 1219 (1994); Pecheur Lozenge Co., 98 NLRB 496, 498, 
29 LRRM 1367 (1952), enfd. as modified 209 F.2d 393, 33 
LRRM 2324 (2d Cir. 1953), cert. denied 347 U.S. 953 (1954); Rem-
ington Rand, Inc., 2 NLRB 626, 736, 1 LRRM 88 (1937), enfd. 94 
F.2d 862, 1 A LRRM 585 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 304 U.S. 579 
(1938). 

A. What constitutes a "permanent" replacement? 

Sunol Valley Golf Club, 310 NLRB 357, 371-72, 144 LRRM 
1097 (1993), enfd. 48 F.3d 444, 148 LRRM 2649 (9th Cir. 1995) 
(employer has burden to prove permanent status and must show 
a mutual understanding between itself and replacements as to sta-
tus). 

J.M.A. Holdings, Inc., 310 NLRB 1349, 143 LRRM 1105 
(1993) (replacements are permanent where they had accepted 
permanent work even though they had not completed employment 
application, physical and drug test). 

H & F Binch Co., 188 NLRB 720, 723, 76 LRRM 1735, 
(1971), enfd. in relevant part 456 F.2d 357,79 LRRM 2692 (2d Cir. 
1972) (replacement becomes permanent at time employer makes 
"real commitment" for job, even though he has not yet started work-
ing at time striker makes offer of reinstatement). 

Clow Water Systems Co., 317 NLRB 126, 149 LRRM 1057 
(1995) (employer violated Act when it refused to immediately rein-
state strikers who made unconditional offer to return, where offer 
to return sent by fax and received at employer's business facility 
prior to hiring of permanent replacements, though employer had 
no actual knowledge of offer until after permanent replacements 
hired). 

B. What creates a vacancy under Laidlaw for which 
striker is entitled to reinstatement? 

General Counsel has burden of showing vacancy, which 
shifts burden to employer to show no vacancy occurred or failure 
to reinstate is otherwise justified based on legitimate and substantial 
business justification. Aqua-Chem Inc., 288 NLRB 1108, 1110, 128 
LRRM 1237 (1988), enfd. 910 F.2d 1487, 135 LRRM 2173 (7th 
Cir. 1990), cert. denied 137 LRRM 2696 (1991). 

Aqua-Chem, supra (layoff of indefinite duration does not nec-
essarily create a vacancy-issue is whether, based on objective fac-
tors, laid-off permanent replacements have a reasonable expectancy 
of recall). 

Mike Yurosek & Son, 295 NLRB 304, 131 LRRM 1723 
(1989) (no vacancies are created by seasonal layoffs and employer 
may recall laid off permanent replacements before strikers with 
Laidlaw rights where replacements had continuing reasonable 
expectancy of recall). 

Delta-Macon Brick & Tile Co., 297 NLRB 1044 fn. 5, 133 
LRRM 1241 (1990), enf. denied 943 F.2d 567, 138 LRRM 2493 
(5th Cir. 1991) (in the absence of a vacancy created by departure 
of replacement employee, employer's contractual recall provision 
not relevant to inquiry of reasonable expectancy of recall). 

C. Mechanics of Employer's reinstatement offer - must 
be specific, unequivocal and unconditional. Sunol Valley Golf 
Club, supra at 379. 

(Continued on page 12) 
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Toledo (5) Auto/Truck Plaza, 300 NLRB 676 fn. 2, 136 
LRRM 1157 (1990) (reinstatement offer invalid on face where 
unreasonably short time for response and letter clear that rein-
statement conditioned on reporting by such date). 

Allied Mechanical Services, 320 NLRB No. 2, 151 LRRM 
1304 (1995) (employer not required to reinstate striker where the 
union's unconditional offer inadvertently omitted the name of that 
striker from the list submitted by the union). 

D. "Legitimate and Substantial Business Justification" 

Employer has burden to demonstrate legitimate and substan-
tial business justification sufficient to deny reinstatement to striker. 
Field Bridge Associates, 306 NLRB 322, 334, 140 LRRM 1012 
(1992), enfd. sub. nom. Service Employees v NLRB, 982 F.2d 845, 
142 LRRM 2238 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 143 LRRM 2632 (1993). 

1. Employer met burden to justify failure to reinstate strikers: 

Pillows of Ca4fornia, 207 NLRB 369,84 LRRM 1446(1973) 
(striker's job no longer existed because prior to striker's offer to 
return, it was divided up among permanent replacements and 
supervisors). 

Field Bridge Associates, supra (employer may lock out strik-
ers who unconditionally offer to return, converting economic 
strike to economic lockout). 

California Distribution Centers, 308 NLRB 64, 140 LRRM 
1313 (1992) (post-strike change in method of operation justifies 
elimination of jobs). 

Kennedy & Cohen of Georgia, Inc., 218 NLRB 1175, 89 
LRRM 1444 (1975) (employer does not violate Act by leaving job 
vacant because of decline in business). 

Atlantic Creosoting Co., 242 NLRB 192, 193, 101 LRRM 1144 
(1979) (employer discovered one employee capable of perform-
ing his duties plus those of a striker justified in eliminating 
striker's position). 

2. Employer failed to meet burden to justify failure to rein-
state strikers: 

Little Rapids Corp., 310 NLRB 604, 606, 143 LRRM 1011 
(1993) (fact that there is a better, faster, more qualified worker than 
the striker seeking reinstatement does not justify failure to reinstate 
"qualified" striker). 

Outboard Marine Corp., 307 NLRB 1333, 1342-43, 140 
LRRM 1265 (1992), enfd. 9 F.3d 113, 145 LRRM 2200 (7th Cir. 
1993) (where employer hired an excess number of replacements 
to defeat rights of strikers, held violation because conduct had dis-
criminatory purpose, not legitimate business reason). However, fact 
that more replacements hired than needed or than previously 
employed may be justified by anticipated attrition as well as 
lower efficiency and capability of replacement employees. Atlantic 

Creosoting Co., supra; Kurz-Kasch Inc., 286 NLRB 1343, 1360, 
130 LRRM 1044 (1987), remanded 865 F.2d 757, 132 LRRM 28934E 
(6th Cir. 1989). 

E. Scope of Employer's obligation to reinstate is to their pre-
strike jobs or those which are substantially equivalent. 

Rose Printing Co., 304 NLRB 1076, 1077-78, 138 LRRM 
1188 (1991) (qualifications are not sufficient to require reinstate-
ment, job must also be substantially equivalent to pre-strike job). 

Diamond Walnut Growers, 316 NLRB 36, 38, 148 LRRM 
1177 (1995). Although under Rose Printing employer need not rein-
state strikers to those which are not substantially equivalent, once 
it voluntarily decides to reinstate them to non-equivalent jobs, it 
is required to act in non-discriminatory fashion. (In footnote 9 Chair-
man Gould and Members Browning and Truesdale "express no 
opinion" on the Board's holding in Rose Printing that Employer 
has no obligation to reinstate strikers to non-equivalent jobs which 
are available). 

F. Substantial and Equivalent employment obtained by 
strikers will extinguish reinstatement rights. Marchese Metal 
Industries, 313 NLRB 1022, 1030, 146 LRRM 1219 (1994) (ques-
tion of employee intention is significant). 

G. Duration of employer's obligation to reinstate strikers 
with Laidlaw rights 

Brooks Research & Mfg Inc., 202 NLRB 634, 636, 82 LRRM 
1599 (1973) (employer violated Act by terminating rights after 6fi 
months; Board declines to set time limit, characterizing burden oi 
employer as "slight" in view of various options to minimize 
administrative difficulties). 

United Aircraft Corp., 192 NLRB 382, 388 77 LRRM 1785 
(1971), enfd in part 534 F.2d 422,90 LRRM 2272(1975) (employer 
and union may agree to termination of reinstatement rights so long 
as period for reinstatement is not unreasonably short, is not 
intended to be discriminatory or misused with such an object, was 
not insisted upon by employer in order to undermine bargaining 
agent, and is the result of good faith bargaining; four and one half 
months not unreasonably short). 

IV. Terms and Conditions of Employment of Replace-
ment Employees 

Economic strike - Service Electric Co. 281 NLRB 633, 
637, 124 LRRM 1318 (1986). Board affirms AU J who ties right 
to set terms and conditions of employment of replacements to 
Mackay right to replace. No violation to refuse to apply pre-
existing terms of employment to economic strike replacements dur-
ing strike or where there is a continuing labor dispute between the 
parties. Accord, Harding Glass Co., 316 NLRB 985, 149 LRRM 
1035 (1995); GHR Energy Corp., 294 NLRB 1011, 1012, 133 
LRRM 1069 (1989). 

Times Publishing Co., 72 NLRB 675, 684, 19 LRRM 1199 
(1947) (employer not required to negotiate with Union over con-
ditions under which replacements in an economic strike are hired). ;  

Nonstrikers and Returning Strikers - Schmidt-Tiago Con-
struction Co., 286 NLRB 342, 344, 127 LRRM 1246(1987); Mar-
bro Co., 284 NLRB 1303, 126 LRRM 1282 (1987) (employer has 
obligation to bargain with union before changing terms and con-
ditions of employment of nonstrikers or returning strikers). 
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Unfair labor practice strike — See e.g. Torn Joyce Floors, *Inc., 149 NLRB 896, 57 LRRM 1390 (1964), enfd. 353 F.2d 768, 
60 LRRM 2434 (9th Cir. 1965); Mitchell Concrete Products Co., 
137 NLRB 504, 506, 50 LRRM 1192 (1962) (employer violates 
Act by offering or paying unfair labor practice strike replacements 
at a rate greater than that offered to union). 

Chicago Tribune Co., 318 NLRB 920, 928 fn. 30, (1995) 
(Chairman Gould and Member Browning state disagreement with 
Board precedent which holds employer has no obligation to bar-
gain with respect to terms of employment of replacement employ-
ees during strike; they view employer's duty to bargain about terms 
and conditions of employment as encompassing all unit employ-
ees, including replacements, during an economic strike); Harding 
Glass Co., supra at fn. 5. (Member Browning does not agree with 
precedent which holds employer has no duty to bargain over 
replacements' terms of employment during economic strike; she 
views duty to bargain as encompassing all unit employees, includ-
ing strikers, replacements, nonstrikers and returning strikers). 

V. Post-reinstatement issues 

A. Seniority 

NLRB v Erie Resistor Corp., 373 U.S. 221, 53 LRRM 2121 
(1963)(superseniority award to strike replacements and crossovers 
a violation without regard to motivation because of impact on 
employee right to strike). 

*
Harrison Ready Mix Concrete, 272 NLRB 331, 332-33, 117 

LRRM 1235 (1984), enf. denied 770 F.2d 78, 120 LRRM 2077 (6th 
Cir. 1985) (reinstatement of strikers must be with full seniority in 
absence of substantial and legitimate business reasons). 

B. Belknap Inc. v Hale, 463 U.S. 491, 113 LRRM 3057 
(1983) (state court action for breach of contract and misrepresen-
tation against employer for loss of employment by displaced per-
manent replacement employees not preempted under NLRA). 

VI. Other work stoppages 

A. Lockout 

Harter Equipment, 280 NLRB 597, 122 LRRM 1219 (1986), 
review denied sub. nom. Operating Engineers v NLRB, 829 F.2d 
458, 126 LRRM 2337 (3rd Cir. 1987) (employer may use tempo-
rary replacements during lockout for purpose of bringing economic 
pressure to bear in support of its legitimate bargaining demands). 

Pankratz Forest Industries, 269 NLRB 33, 39, 115 LRRM 
1240(1984) (discriminatory permanent replacement of locked out 
employees violates Act). 

Johns-Manville Products Corp., 223 NLRB 1317,92 LRRM 
1103 (1976), enf. denied 557 F.2d 1126,96 LRRM 2010 (5th Cir. 
1977), cert. denied 436 U.S. 956 (1978) (permanent replacement 
of locked out employees violates Act). 

B. Work Stoppage under Section 502 in protest of "abnor-
mally dangerous working conditions" 

T'NS Inc., 309 NLRB 1348, 142 LRRM 1046 (1992), remanded 
sub. nom. OCAW v NLRB, 46 F.3d 82,148 LRRM 2461 (D.C. Cir.), 
cert. denied 150 LRRM 2512 (1995)(Board does not decide issue 
whether Employer violates the Act by permanently replacing 
employees engaged in work stoppage protected under Section 502 
of the Act) 

LABOR-MANAGEMENT 
BARGAINING PRACTICES: 

A MEDIATOR'S PERSPECTIVE 

James C. Amar, Labor Mediator 
Michigan Employment Relations Commission 

Michigan Department of Consumer Industry and Services 

Working as a labor mediator for the Michigan Employment 
Relations Commission (MERC) in the Bureau of Employment Rela-
tions has exposed me to a mountain of challenging experiences. Dur-
ing my years with the bureau, I have mediated over three hundred 
disputes involving unions and employers in the public and private 
sectors. The knowledge which I have acquired and continue to gather 
from this gloriously adventurous career has vigorously motivated 
me, at the invitation of this journal's editor, to present my thoughts 
and views regarding labor-management bargaining routines when 
negotiations are conducted in the presence of a mediator. 

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

Mediation in the private sector is initiated pursuant to the 
National Labor Relations Act as amended. In matters outside the 
health care industry, a party to an existing contract wishing to amend 
or modify the agreement is required to serve a written notice to the 
other party sixty days prior to the expiration of the contract. In addi-
tion, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and any 
state agency established to mediate disputes must be notified 
about the existence of a labor dispute within thirty days after the 
sixty day notice has been filed provided no agreement has been 
reached by that time. Also, in Michigan, the Labor Relations and 
Mediation Act and the Public Employment Relations Act (PERA) 
provide for the mediation of disputes in the private and public sec-
tors. In the public sector in Michigan, PERA requires labor orga-
nizations and employers to notify MERC of the existence of a labor 
dispute sixty days before a contract expires. Within thirty days of 
receiving the notice, MERC will assign a mediator to contact the 
parties if an agreement has not been negotiated. 

ENTRY INTO MEDIATION 

Some view the entry into mediation as an indication that the 
collective bargaining process has broken down, while others argue 
that its acceptance is an expression that negotiations have progressed 
to a point in the labor-management relationship that the interven-
tion of a mediator strengthens and supports belief that discussions 
between the parties can lead to a resolution with the assistance of 
a skilled neutral. Furthermore, some negotiators regard mediation 
as an avenue of opportunity to conclude bargaining because it 
encourages the proposal of new ideas or fresh alternatives on unset-
tled issues that were tactically unavailable or inappropriate to 
advance in earlier bargaining sessions. 

In the following paragraphs, I address some stagnant 
approaches and helpful techniques I have observed in the collec-
tive bargaining process. 

(Continued on page 14) 
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BARGAINING PRACTICES: 
A MEDIATOR'S PERSPECTIVE 
(Continued from page 13) 

STAGNANT APPROACHES: 

TOO MANY ISSUES 

A state of affairs I commonly encounter in mediation is that 
the parties are bogged down because an unmanageable number of 
issues are still on the bargaining table. This situation can be the con-
sequence of an attempt by either labor or management to consid-
erably alter an existing labor contract which is up for renewal. Also, 
major modifications to an agreement seem to surface when an 
employer hires a new labor attorney, a labor organization is newly 
certified to represent employees, or when bargaining committees 
go through significant personnel changes. 

Labor and management representatives who are recent arrivals 
to a relationship passionately strive to validate the decision that was 
made to procure their service. In some instances, their dedication 
causes them to pursue a strategy which endeavors to repair an 
unbroken water main. Persons unfamiliar with the labor negotia-
tion process, who become members of bargaining committees, come 
to the bargaining table with distorted views about what is achiev-
able. A textbook size list of open issues presented to a mediator will 
likely cause the mediation conference to become unwieldy and non-
productive. More importantly, a host of unresolved items submit-
ted before a mediator is a probable indication that the disputants 
established unrealistic expectations which hindered them from deal-
ing with significant issues that deserve priority. In any event, labor 
and management negotiators should strenuously undertake an 
approach to reduce the number of issues so that outstanding items 
can be narrowed and lucidly defined when bargaining moves to 
mediation. 

EXTREMISM 

Presentation of a proposal too extreme by one of the parties 
is an outdated scheme which may impede serious movement 
towards a settlement, especially if its supporters manifest a righ-
teous fervor which obstructs them from changing their positions. 
The receiving party may deem such posturing so outlandish that 
it will avoid making a counter proposal since it figures that no mat-
ter what is offered will be rejected. This method of negotiating may 
box one side into a corner and sharply curtail its flexibility to bar-
gain. Proposals should be based on industry standards, patterns, and 
practices, incorporating those found in an appropriate geograph-
ical area. 

AVOIDING FACE TO FACE CONTACT 

On occasion the parties evade bargaining with each other and 
attempt to use the mediator as an advocate to negotiate their posi-
tion. Although this scenario can happen anytime during the course 
of mediation, in my opinion it appears more prevalent when nego-
tiations gain momentum and energy. In the zealous pursuit of reach-
ing an agreement, written proposals formerly made through the 
mediator suddenly become verbal directives from either the 
employer or the union accompanied with instructions to vigorously  

argue on behalf of an offer. This technique can be hazardous 
because one of the parties may perceive an element of bias in theA: 
appearance of the mediator. This danger threatens the credibility% 
and acceptability needed by the mediator to function effectively. 
Another shortcoming is that a party may overlook communicating 
to the mediator its position on a vital issue. Obviously, this type 
of error can affect how the receiving side of a proposal formulates 
a counter offer. The parties must keep in mind that a contract ulti-
mately entered into has to be a product of their mutual efforts which 
must include direct negotiations between the principals. 

CHANGING PRIORITIES 

Whenever an agreement or an understanding is reached on 
issues or proposals are withdrawn, bargaining usually moves to a 
plateau where subjects become narrowly condensed or packaged 
and a full agreement is not achievable until all remaining matters 
in the package are resolved. In this stage of mediation, a poor and 
destructive strategy I sometimes encounter happens when a party 
without prior indication dramatically changes its emphasis on 
which issue(s) is (are) the "deal maker." This normally arises after 
unremitting attention and effort was placed on another issue or 
coterie of topics. A strategy of this kind deliberately pursued is enor-
mously risky for the following reasons: 

• It can severely retard the progress of negotiations. 

• A party may become entrenched and disregard any con-
sideration for compromise. 

• Trust, vital in a collective bargaining relationship, can% 
become eroded. 

• Negotiations may come to a complete breakdown and this 
development can lead to the filing of unfair labor practices 
which could needlessly prolong negotiations. 

• The credibility of the mediator's role and conflict resolu-
tion skills may become suspect because of a belief that the 
mediator failed to adequately communicate what was 
needed for a settlement. 

RESURRECTING OLD PROPOSALS 

Another unwise maneuver is making a proposal off the record 
which revives an issue that was dropped in a-previous session. Res-
urrecting a subject late in the bargaining can be a sign of frustra-
tion by the proponent because it has not seen the other party relin-
quish its position on a major issue. A party may reintroduce an issue 
as a practical way of signaling the other bargaining committee that 
it should move rapidly to conclude an agreement by granting an 
improvement in benefits and working conditions, or conversely by 
agreeing to concessions and changes in methods of operation. 

BREACHING CONFIDENTIALITY 

Parties conducting their negotiations in mediation bear a 
responsibility and obligation of maintaining confidentiality whendi 
discussing matters in private caucus with the mediator. I have% 
worked with some negotiators who lack the experience of work-
ing with a mediator in this setting. In one case, a principal nego-
tiator revealed parts of a conversation which were completely mis-
construed to the other bargaining team when the parties met 



. CANDOR 4111 
Candor demonstrated by a party in labor negotiations is a force-

ful element because it displays a genuine demeanor to the committee 
sitting at the other side of the table. One labor attorney who rep-
resents public employers has a custom of sharing total labor cost 
information with the union. This style is particularly helpful since 
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across the table. In another matter, a principal spokesperson 
iglikblurted across the bargaining table a proposal for settlement which 

the negotiator stated was recommended by the mediator. The 
other side responded angrily, rejected the proposal, and vehemently 
stated the mediator lacked authority to impose a settlement. Nei-
ther party should spring a surprise on the mediator because the dam-
age it can have on the mediator's integrity may be irreparable. Plac-
ing a mediator in such an uncomfortable position can foolishly add 
volatility and friction at a sensitive and highly charged moment. 

HELPFUL TECHNIQUES: 

SIDEBARS 

When parties are in mediation they should not discredit sug-
gestions or ideas for proposals irrationally. If a party wishes to make 
a serious proposal that it believes will produce movement, then con-
sideration for debating its value in a side bar with the mediator is 
warranted. A side bar conference with the mediator, which may 
include someone from the other side of the bargaining table, is an 
extremely meaningful function of mediation. A party that chooses 
to float an unwired proposal that was not shared with the media-
tor invites the possibility of achieving disastrous results that were 
not anticipated. 

FOCUS ON INTERESTS, NOT 
PERSONALITIES 

In traditional bargaining, it is not uncommon for negotiations 
\lato focus on personalities. Emphasis of this nature steers bargain-

ing away from dealing with the issues. Occasionally, a dispute 
comes before me and I discover that one side or the other has not 
identified its major needs. A method I have applied with some suc-
cess incorporates techniques found in interest-based bargaining. 
These techniques help the parties concentrate on their true inter-
ests and clearly evaluate options, avoiding the distractions of 
attention to the negotiators' styles and personalities. The techniques 
are: 

it supports informed discussion with the union negotiators, espe-
cially if the committee is comprised of persons new to union 
activism and the collective bargaining process. 

PUT IT IN WRITING 

During the course of bargaining, labor and management 
negotiators often gloss over issues which they assumed were 
understood and amicably resolved. The failure to reduce these items 
to writing often produces the shocking revelation to the parties at 
the last minute that their interpretation of accords reached verbally 
differs substantially. 

Some attorneys follow a practice of arriving at a written ten-
tative agreement on a number of items and, pending ratification of 
the full contract, remove them from the bargaining table. This pro-
cedure ensures that each resolution is clearly understood by both 
parties. The subjects the parties agree on may be reduced to final 
form as an additional measure to guarantee that a meeting of the 
minds was attained. This negotiating style is effective for various 
reasons. First, it lessens confusion over the number and status of 
issues the parties are talking over. Second, it distinguishes key issues 
which should be the core of attention when packages are put 
together for closure in the pivotal rounds of bargaining. Third, this 
method discourages misunderstandings which can materialize in 
the final moments of negotiations. 

KEY YOUR EYE ON THE FUTURE 

Parties must recognize that life continues after negotiations are 
resolved. Labor and management bargainers should aim for a fair 
agreement arrived at through good faith bargaining. An honest 
approach at the negotiating table will fertilize the professional respect 
and decorum which is fundamentally important to administration 
of the contract and to positive, long-term labor-management 
relations. 

For additional information about MERC Mediation Services, 
contact the author at (313) 256-3542. 

• Using standards to evaluate the options 

• Brainstorming 

• Idea charting 

Employing standards to evaluate the options that were offered 
to settle issues sharply clarifies the best alternatives available to 
the parties. Idea charting on a blackboard or similar apparatus can 
spur dialogue that stimulates the parties to brainstorm ideas which 
in turn can be charted. Visually, charting highlights concepts that 
otherwise may escape attention. In one public sector case where 
I applied this exercise, the union was convinced by a graphic depic-
tion of options to choose an alternative proposal for a pension 
improvement, which the employer eventually accepted. 

SECTION ESTABLISHES 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD, 

NAMES SACHS AS FIRST 
RECIPIENT 

The State Bar of Michigan Labor and Employment 
Law Section has established its Distinguished Service Award 
to honor individuals who have made an outstanding contri-
bution and demonstrated long-standing commitment to 
excellence in the labor and employment law field. The first 
recipient of the Award is Theodore Sachs. His Award will be 
presented at the Section's mid-winter meeting, on Friday 
evening, January 31, 1997. 

Mid-winter meeting details will be mailed to Section 
members in December. The procedure for nominating future 
Award recipients will be described in an upcoming issue of 
Lawnotes. 
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NLRB PRACTICE AND 
PROCEDURE 

William C. Schaub, Jr. 

Regional Director, Region 7 
National Labor Relations Board 

On October 24, 1996, Region 7 of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board held its fourth annual Bernard Gottfried Memorial 
Labor Law Symposium. The Symposium has become an annual 
event for Region 7 and has continued to grow each year. The Labor 
and Employment Law Section has been very supportive of the Sym-
posium, helping with publicity, providing scholarships for law stu-
dents to attend and also in providing fmancial support that will make 
possible this year, our first scholarship to a law student. 

This year's symposium opened with Adjunct Professor, Uni-
versity of Detroit Mercy School of Law, Robert Day talking 
about: "Can the Clinton Board Promote Collective Bargaining on 
a Two-Way Street." Following Professor Day's remarks, a panel 
consisting of NLRB Senior Attorney Mark D. Rubin, Mary Ellen 
Gurewitz, Attorney, Sachs, Waldman, O'Hare, Helveston, Bogas 
& McIntosh, and Robert Battista, Attorney, Butzel Long, addressed 
the subject of: "When Handbilling Becomes Picketing: an Exam-
ination of Alternative Secondary Pressures in labor Disputes." This 
panel's discussion prompted numerous questions from the audience 
about the types of handbilling or communications being used by 
unions to publicize labor disputes. The second panel, made up of 
NLRB Senior Attorney Amy Bachelder, Paul M. Kara, Attorney, 
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett, and Duane F. Ice, Attor-
ney, Miller, Cohen, Martens, Ice & Geary, addressed the question 
of "Economic and Unfair Labor Practice Strikes, Conflicts involv-
ing Striker and Replacement Employees." 

Our featured speaker was to have been board Member Mar-
garet A. Browning. Illness, however, prevented Member Brown-
ing from speaking and she was replaced by the most recent Board 
appointee, John Higgins. Member Higgins was given a recess 
appointment to the Board by President Clinton in October of this 
year, filling the vacancy left by the departure of former Board Mem-
ber Charles Cohen. 

Board Member Higgins commented on several current cases 
and developments that are pending before the Board. One of the 
matters he mentioned involved contingent or contract workers and 
the cases in which the Board will decide whether workers supplied 
by temporary help agents or labor brokers are employees of the sup-
plier or the user. Also at issue is whether these workers can be part 
of an existing bargaining unit. Higgins commented that these 
cases raise some of the most difficult issues for the Board to decide. 
The three cases which are pending before the Board which raise 
these issues are Jefferson Division, American Commercial and 
Marine Service, Co., 9-UC-406, M. B. Sturgis Inc., 14-RC-11572 
and Value Recycle Inc., 33-RC-4042. 

Another area mentioned by Member Higgins was that involv-
ing independent contractors and two cases pending before the Board 
where the Board will decide whether the workers are independent 
contractors or employees subject to the NLRA. The unions 
involved have argued that the employers arrangements with the 
workers is a sham to avoid being subject to the NLRA. In both cases 
the Regional Director concluded that the workers were employees 
and directed that elections be held. The Board granted the 

Employer's request for review in both cases to allow it to reexamine 
this issue. The cases are Roadway Package System, Inc., 31-RC4 
7267 and 31-RC-7277 and Dial-A-Mattress Operating Corp., 29 
RC-8442. 

The Board, a few months ago, published in the Federal Reg-
ister interim rules regarding Debt-Collection Procedures for 
Administrative Offset and Federal Income Tax Refund Offset. The 
proposed rules, which were effective immediately on an interim 
basis, provided for the Agency's use of administrative offset and 
federal income tax refund offset in the collection of monetary claims 
against the Board's respondents. The time for filing written com-
ment on the new rules has passed although the Board has not yet 
indicated what its intention is with respect to the proposed rules. 

The next meeting of the Local Practice and Procedure Com-
mittee is scheduled for mid-January 1997, to be held in conjunc-
tion with the mid-winter meeting of the Labor and Employment 
Law Section. We need to hear from you if there are questions or 
issues you would like us to address. The Committee is made up of 
representatives from both management, labor and the NLRB. If we 
are to be effective in assessing current practice and procedure in 
Region 7, your input is vital. Any questions or comments you have 
for the Committee can be directed to any member of the Committee, 
or sent directly to me at the NLRB. 

Mark Your Calendars For The 

TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL LABOR AND 
EMPLOYMENT LAW SEMINAR 

Date: Thursday and Friday, April 10 and 11, 1997 

Place: Michigan State University 
Management Education Center 
Troy, Michigan 

Sponsored By: 

THE INSTITUTE OF CONTINUING 
LEGAL EDUCATION 

THE STATE BAR OF MICHIGAN LABOR AND 
EMPLOYMENT SECTION 

THE FEDERAL MEDIATION AND 
CONCILIATION SERVICE 

Presentations, panel discussions and papers will address: 
legal updates and developments (NLRA, PERA, NLRB, 
MERC, ADA. FMLA, ERISA, wrongful discharge. and 
more); pretrial motions in employment litigation; the design 
and use of demonstrative evidence; what produces million 
dollar verdicts in employment cases; settlement strategies and 
taxation of damages in employment cases; avoiding mal-
practice in assessing employment claims; union organizing 
campaigns; representing union members' competing claims 
and interests; arbitrating wrongful discharge cases and 
employee handbooks in the post-Heurtibise era: down-
sizing, right-sizing, RIFs, other layoff euphemisms and the 
ADEA; public employee personnel files; and contract and 
contingent employees. 

All this, a delectable lunch with a stimulating speaker, 
a Section-sponsored cocktail party, and more. Watch your 
mail for details. 
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NLRB FALL UPDATE 
George M. Mesrey 

Abbott, Nicholson, Quilter, Esshaki & Youngblood, P.C. 
The NLRB has issued a number of decisions during the last 

three months of which practitioners should be aware. This article 
shall serve to highlight some of the most important substantive and 
procedural developments during this period. 

ELECTION INTERFERENCE  

gible voters, 30 ballots were cast, of which 15 were cast for the 
Union and 11 against In addition, there were four challenged bal-
lots. The Employer filed an objection to the election claiming that 
the NLRB agent improperly closed the polls. The Employer 
argued that the number of employees possibly excluded from 
voting because of the unscheduled closing of the polls was suffi-
cient to affect the results of the election. The Hearing Officer rec-
ommended overruling the Employerfs objection on the ground that 
no evidence was presented which established that any voters were 
disfranchised by the NLRB agentfs actions. 

In 52nd Street Hotel Associates, 321 NLRB No. 93, 152 
LRRM 1201 (July 8, 1996), the Union filed a petition seeking to 
represent a unit of the Employerfs hotel workers. Shortly thereafter, 
the Union sent the Employer a letter alleging that it was violating 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) by failing to pay its employ-
ees overtime for all hours worked in excess of 40 per week. After 
securing employee consents at organizing meetings, an attorney 
retained by the Union filed a FLSA lawsuit on behalf of the 
employees in Federal Court eight days before the election. The 
Union won the election and the Employer filed an objection alleg-
ing that, by filing the FLSA lawsuit and providing the employees 
with free legal services, the Union unlawfully influenced the out-
come of the election. 

In a lengthy decision, the NLRB determined that the Union& 
conduct did not constitute interference. The NLRB noted that the 
policy of preventing preelection benefits is rooted in the concept 
that an employeefs vote should be governed only by consideration 
of the advantages and disadvantages of unionization. The NLRB 
istinguished the ibenefits1 conferred in the instant case, however, 

Won the ground that they are protected activity under Section 7 of 
the NLRA. Thus, according to the NLRB, financing/filing an 
FLSA lawsuit cannot constitute a financial benefit that employees 
would otherwise have no right to. The NLRB emphasized that the 
fundamental statutory role of a union is to assist employees in 
engaging in their Section 7 rights and financing/filing an FLSA law-
suit is simply a logical outgrowth of that role. It appears, however, 
that this area of the law is not completely settled yet and therefore, 
the courts may end up resolving this issue. 

In Lutheran Welfare Services, 321 NLRB No. 131, 153 
LRRM 1020 (August 16, 1996), the NLRB found that the Employer 
engaged in objectionable conduct by offering two hours pay to off-
duty employees who came in to work to vote in the election. The 
NLRB reached this conclusion by applying the rule promulgated 
in Sunrise Rehabilitation Hospital, 320 NLRB No. 28, 151 LRRM 
1234 (December 19, 1995), that monetary rewards offered to 
employees in excess of actual transportation expenses constitute 
unlawful interference. The NLRB emphasized that the offer of two 
hours pay was not linked in any way to transportation expenses. 

In a terse dissent, Member Cohen argued that there was no 
showing that the 2 hours pay exceeded the actual transportation 
costs for any employee to whom the offer was made and thus, the 
NLRB was overruling Sunrise Rehabilitation Hospital. He sug-
gested that the appropriate rule would be to set aside elections only 
if the amount of money offered exceeds a reasonable reimburse-
ment for the use of an employeefs free time and for travel expenses. 

411CONDUCT OF ELECTION 
In Wolverine Dispatch, 321 NLRB No. 109, 152 LRRM 

1276 (July 17, 1996), an NLRB agent closed the polls during the 
middle of an election to call the Regional Office concerning an issue 
relating to an observerfs failure to show up for the second session 
of the election. The Tally of Ballots indicated that, of the 34 eli- 

In rejecting the Hearing Officerfs recommendation, the NLRB 
concluded that the unscheduled mid-session closing of the polls war-
ranted setting aside the election. The NLRB emphasized that it will 
set aside an election when the number of employees possibly dis-
enfranchised due to the polls being closed when scheduled to be 
open is sufficient to affect the election outcome. In the instant case, 
the number of eligible voters exceeded the number of ballots cast 
by four. Thus, since the election was decided by a margin of four 
votes, the NLRB set the election aside. 

DUTY OF FAIR REPRESENTATION 

In Pacific Maritime Association, 321 NLRB No. 116, 152 
LRRM 1273 (July 23, 1996), a member filed a grievance alleging 
that he was bypassed for referrals through a hiring hall and 
unfairly disciplined for failing to respond when a dispatcher called 
his name. The Union denied the memberfs grievance without 
holding a hearing. In response, the member filed an unfair labor 
practice charge alleging that the Union breached its duty of fair rep-
resentation. 

The NLRB determined that the Union did not breach its duty 
of fair representation by failing to hold a hearing prior to denying 
the grievance. In reaching this conclusion, the NLRB noted that 
the Union secured statements from the member and other witnesses 
prior to rendering its decision and that the primary dispute was one 
of credibility. The NLRB further commented that, while the 
Unionfs internal rules provided generally for an opportunity to pre-
sent oral and written evidence, the rules did not require the Union 
to hold a hearing in order to satisfy its duty of fair representation. 

COMPOSITION OF THE NLRB 

The interaction among the NLRB members in Lutheran Wel-
fare Services, supra, is particularly interesting in light of the fact 
that Member Cohen (Republican) left the NLRB upon expiration 
of his term on August 27, 1996, less than two weeks after the deci-
sion issued. Cohen's departure left the NLRB with only three mem-
bers: Chairman William B. Gould (Democrat), Margaret Brown-
ing (Democrat) and Sarah Fox (Democrat). The other Republican 
member, former Chairman James Stephens, left the Agency upon 
the expiration of his term last August. The political affiliation of 
NLRB members is noteworthy because the NLRB has tradition-
ally consisted of three members from the current President's party 
and two from the opposing party. On August 30, 1996 President 
Clinton appointed career Agency attorney John E. Higgins (Repub-
lican) to a recess appointment. An appointee named during a 
Senate recess can serve without confirmation until the end of the 
next session of Congress. If the Senate fails to act upon the recess 
appointment of Higgins, he could serve on a interim basis through 
the fall of 1997. This leaves the Clinton Administration with the 
ability to appoint one more NLRB member. 
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SUPREME COURT'S 1996-97 
DOCKET INCLUDES A WIDE 

RANGE OF LABOR AND 
EMPLOYMENT CASES 

Russell S. Linden 

Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn 

On October 7, 1996, the U.S. Supreme Court opened its 
1996-97 term with a docket of 60 cases. 11 cases involve labor and 
employment issues ranging from cases on the scope of coverage 
of Title VII, ERISA preemption, and the FLSA white collar 
exemption, to a challenge to an Arizona constitutional provision 
forbidding state employees from using languages other than 
English while performing their duties. 

It is anticipated that the Supreme court's 1996-97 caseload will 
remain low, but will exceed last term's caseload, the lowest in mod-
ern times. The Court's annual caseload under Chief Justice Rehn-
quist has "shrunk further and further," from a "peak of 151" in the 
early 1980's down to 75 in the 1995-96 term. D. Garrow, "The 
Rehnquist Years," The New York Times Magazine, p. 71 (October 
6, 1996). Regardless of the total caseload, labor and employment 
cases will continue to be a significant portion of the Court's work. 

Certiorari  was granted in the following cases: 

Application of Title VIPs Anti-Retaliation Provision to 
Former Employees 

In Robinson v Shell Oil Company, U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 95-1376, 
the Court will address the issue of whether the anti-retaliation pro-
vision of Title VII extends to former employees. Section 704(a) of 
Title VII makes it unlawful "for an employer to discriminate 
against any of his employees or applicants for employment" who 
have availed themselves of Title Vll's protections or assisted 
others in so doing. 42 U.S.C. Section 2000e-3(a). Title VII defines 
"employee" as an individual employed by an employer. 42 U.S.C. 
Section 2000e(f). Shortly after being terminated from employment, 
the plaintiff filed a charge of race discrimination with the EEOC. 
The plaintiff alleged that while his charge was pending, he applied 
for employment with another company and Shell gave him a 
negative job reference. The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district 
court's dismissal of the lawsuit and literally interpreted Title VII's 
provisions to not cover former employees. Robinson v Shell Oil 
Company, 70 E 3d 325 (4th Cir. 1995). The Fourth Circuit's deci-
sion is in conflict with the majority of circuit courts which have 
interpreted the term "employee" broadly to include a former 
employee as long as the alleged discrimination is related to or arose 
out of the employment relationship. Oral argument was heard on 
November 6. 

Methodology for Counting Employees Under Title VII 
In EEOC v Metropolitan Educational Enterprises, Inc., and 

Walters v Metropolitan Educational Enterprises, Inc., U.S. Sup. 
Ct. Nos. 95-259 and 95-779, the Supreme Court will address the 
methodology for counting employees to determine whether an 
employer is covered under Title VII. Under Title VII, an employer 
is "a person engaged in an industry affecting commerce who has 
15 or more employees for each working day in each of 20 or more 
calendar weeks in the current or preceding calendar year." 42 U.S.C. 
Section 2000e(d). Title VII does not prescribe a method of count- 

ing employees. The "payroll method" is endorsed by the EEOC, 
First and Fifth Circuits. It examines the number of employees main-
tained on an employer's payroll within a given week. If the numI 
her is at least 15 employees for at least 20 calendar weeks, the juris-
dictional minimum is satisfied, regardless of whether every 
employee on the payroll shows up for work every day of the week. 
The Seventh Circuit in EEOC v Metropolitan Educational Enter-
prises, inc., 60 F. 3d 1225 (7th Cir. 1995) in contrast, counts all 
salaried employees, but considers hourly or part-time employees 
only on days when they are physically present at work or on paid 
leave. Under this method, the jurisdictional minimum of employ-
ees must be at the workplace or on paid leave for each day of the 
work week, or the week will not be counted. 

ERISA Preemption 
The Supreme Court in Dillingham Construction N.A., Inc. v 

County of Sonoma, U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 95-789, will decide whether 
ERISA preempts a California law requiring payment of prevailing 
wages to employees in apprenticeship programs that have not 
secured state approval, but allows payment of lower wages to 
employees in state approved programs. The Ninth Circuit found 
preemption, ruling that the California law "related to" an ERISA 
plan because it had the effect of encouraging participation in 
state approved ERISA plans and discouraged participation in 
unapproved plans. 57 F. 3d 712 (9th Cir. 1995). During oral argu-
ment on November 5, Justices Scalia and Souter expressed skep-
ticism about the employer's argument supporting expansive ERISA 
preemption, suggesting that state regulation would be unduly 
restrained. BNA, Daily Labor Report, 11/6/96. 

Constitutionality of Official English Law For Public 
Employees 

In a potentially significant case, the Court will address the issue 
of the constitutionality of Article XXVIII of the Arizona Consti-
tution which forbids state employees from using languages other 
than English in performing their duties. Arizonans For Official 
English v Arizona, U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 95-974. The Ninth Court held 
that the provision is overbroad and violates employees' free 
speech rights under the First Amendment. Yniguez v Arizorums for 
Official English, 69 F. 3d 920 (9th Cir. 1995). There is some ques-
tion as to whether this case will be decided on the merits because 
the Supreme Court requested that the parties address the procedural 
issues of whether Arizonans for Official English, which initiated 
the petition drive to adopt Article XXVIII, has standing and 
whether there is a case or controversy with respect to the forme! 
Arizona state employee who brought the action, Ms. Yniguez, whc 
resigned during the pendency of the case. The case otherwise pre-
sents the issues of whether the provision violates the Free Speed 
Clause and, if not, whether a government employee has a fret 
speech right to disregard her employer's official language anc 
choose the language in which to perform official actions. 

Pending before the Court is a petition for writ of certiorari  it 
a potentially significant case. 

Affirmative Action 
In Board of Education of the Township of Piscataway 1 

Taxman, U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 96-679, petition for writ of certiorar 
filed 10/31/96, the school board seeks to challenge a Third Circui 
decision striking down an affirmative action plan. The Piscataway 
New Jersey school board laid off a white teacher rather than a blacl 
teacher to promote diversity pursuant to a voluntarily-adopte! 
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affirmative action plan. There had been no history of discrimina-
tion against blacks in the school district. In its petition, the school 
hoard argues that the Supreme Court should address whether 
Title VII permits an affirmative action plan designed only to pro-
mote diversity or whether the plan must be justified as a remedy 
for particular wrongdoings. 

The Court denied certiorari in several cases of interest: 

Arbitration of ADA Discrimination Claims 

In Austin v Owens-Brockway, 78 F3d 875 (4th Cir. 1996), the 
Fourth Circuit upheld a ruling in favor of an employer that disability 
discrimination claims must be arbitrated under a union contract. 
Although this decision seemingly conflicts with the Court's deci-
sions in Alexander v Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36(1974) and 
Gilmer v Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20 (1991), the 
Court denied review. 

Same Sex Sexual Harassment 

Review was denied in Hopkins v Baltimore Gas and Electric 
Co., 95-1961 (ruling below 77 F3d 745 (4th Cir. 1996) and 
Fleenor v Hewitt Soap Co., 96-47 (ruling below 81 F3d 48 (6th Cir. 
1996)). Both decisions affirmed dismissal of same sex sexual 
harassment claims and presented the Court with an opportunity to 
answer the question of whether such claims are actionable under 
Title VII. The EEOC and several circuits have indicated that Title 
VIE may permit such a claim. The EEOC Compliance Manual states 
that the sexes of the harasser and the victim are irrelevant in deter- 

ining whether Title VII has been violated. EEOC Compliance 
manual, § 615.2(b)(3). While the D.C., Seventh, Second, and 
Ninth Circuit have acknowledged the possibility of the actionability 
of such a claim, the Fifth Circuit has refused to recognize such a 
cause of action. Considering the split in circuits, the Supreme Court 
will eventually have to address this issue. 

Right to Jury in ERISA Case 

The Supreme court also declined to review the Eleventh 
circuit's decision in Stewart v KHD Deutz of America Corp., 75 
F. 3d 1522 (11th Cir. 1996), which held that retirees, suing under 
section 301 of the Labor Management Relation Act and ERISA, 
claiming that the employer breached collective bargaining agree-
ments in failing to provide health care benefits, had a right to jury 
trial under the Seventh Amendment. 

LAWNOTES ANNOUNCES NEW 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

John G. Adam. of Miller, Cohen, Martens, Ice & Geary, 
P.C., has been named as the new Lawnotes associate editor. 
Adam will join editor Stuart M. Israel in the production of 
the Labor and Employment Law Section's highly-regarded 
quarterly. Adam has been a frequent contributor to Lawnotes, 
authoring substantive legal articles as well as the well-
received "Joy Of Labor Law" column. "I am gratified for this 
new and challenging opportunity to be of service to the labor 
and employment law bar," Adam told the New York Times, 
which did not return his multiple calls. "Finally, I've got 
somebody to help proofread," commented Israel. 

FEDERAL COURTS UPDATE 
E. Sharon Clark 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

Employee's Failure to Provide Medical Information 
Provides Employer Defense 

In Trotter v. Sevakis Industries, Inc., etal., Case No. 95-71386, 
1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15590 (Sept. 3, 1996), the Eastern District 
applied the analysis formulated by the Sixth Circuit for disability 
discrimination cases in Monette v. Electronic Data Systems Corp., 
90 F.3d 1173 (6th Cir. 1996) (discussed below) and granted 
Sevakis Industries' ("SI") summary judgment on the basis that it 
provided a non-pretextual explanation for its adverse employment 
actions. 

While employed by SI, Trotter was absent frequently because 
of different illnesses including back pain. Following an extended 
absence, Trotter underwent a back education and safety program 
and returned to work, but re-injured his back five months later in 
March 1994. In response to SI requests for medical information 
regarding Trotter's possible return to work, Trotter's doctor stated 
that he was fully recovered and could return to unrestricted work, 
but could not give any prognosis. 

In July 1994, SI responded to Trotter's union grievance by writ-
ing a letter stating that Trotter would not be returned to work until 
it received a detailed physician's report regarding his condition, 
prognosis, and any applicable work restriction. No such report was 
provided. In March, 1995 SI discontinued Trotter's sickness and 
accident benefits, and Trotter then took a job with another employer. 
Trotter sued under the Michigan Handicappers' Civil Rights Act 
(MHCRA), M.C.L. 37.1101, et seq. and the American with Dis-
abilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.C. § 1201 et seq. 

Applying the similar statutory definitions of "disability" in the 
MHCRA and ADA, the court found there was no evidence that Trot-
ter's back pain limited a major life activity following the March 
1994 accident. It observed, however, that the work restrictions 
imposed earlier, such as no lifting, pulling, pushing, or carrying, 
may qualify as significant restrictions on major life activities. 

Thus, while Trotter may have been able to show that his back 
pain was a handicap that formed the basis of SI's decision not to 
return him to work and to discontinue his health benefits, the court 
found that the employer provided a non-pretextual explanation for 
its action: it was willing to return Trotter to work if provided with 
a detailed medical report that would alleviate its concerns that Trot-
ter could not safely perform his duties. This request was reason-
able, the court found, and Trotter's failure to respond to the 
request legitimately kept him from working. 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE 
SIXTH CIRCUIT 

Flint Quota Plan Held Unconstitutional 

The Sixth Circuit held that the City of Flint did not show that 
a compelling state interest necessitated the racial quota system 
embodied in its voluntary plan for promoting minority police 
officers, nor did it show that the quota system was narrowly tai-
lored to serve a compelling state interest in Middleton, etal. v. The 
City of Flint, etal., 92 F.3d 396, 1996 FED App. 0255P (6th Cir., 
August 6, 1996). 

(Continued on page 20) 
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The plan, adopted in 1985, required that 50% of all police offi-
cers promoted to the rank of sergeant be members of specified 
minority groups and that promotions be made alternately between 
minority and non-minority candidates. In 1990, the city began rank-
ing non-minority and minority applicants separately; as a result, 
certain non-minority officers were denied promotions they would 
otherwise have received in the absence of separate promotion lists. 
Plaintiffs, white police officers who had been passed over for pro-
motion at least once, brought this action under 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 
and 1981. 

In examining the compelling state interest prong of the strict 
scrutiny analysis applied to race-based quota or affirmative action 
plans, the court found the evidence relied upon by the city, which 
was comprised of prior judicial findings, anecdotal evidence, and 
statistical analyses, insufficient to support the plan. The court found 
especially flawed the city's reliance on 1984 statistical evidence 
of minorities in the general labor pool compared to minorities hold-
ing the rank of sergeant. Rather, where special qualifications are 
necessary, the relevant statistical pool must be the number of 
minorities qualified to undertake the particular task. In this case, 
there was one population group eligible for promotion to sergeant: 
previously hired Flint police officers. In addition, evidence of past 
discrimination remote in time did not support a claim of compelling 
governmental interest when the governmental body has taken 
"serious steps" to reverse effects of past discrimination and imple-
ment appropriate new standards, as Flint had done. 

In deciding that the Flint plan was not narrowly tailored so as 
to pass constitutional muster, the court relied on the standards enun-
ciated in United States v. Paradise, 480 U.S. 149 (1987). First, the 
relief was not necessary. Second, the city's hiring and promotion 
practices were already changing when the plan was adopted and 
the results of those efforts were showing. Third, the plan was not 
flexible because it lasted at least a decade, and the integrity of its 
promotion qualification process was compromised by the practice 
of boosting failing grades into the passing range. Fourth, there was 
no relationship between the numerical goal of 41.5% and the rel-
evant labor market along with a virtually unlimited degree of pref-
erence. Fifth, the plan drastically affected the rights of third par-
ties, i.e„  the eligible white candidates who were denied promotions 
with resulting loss of salary increases, increased pensions, other 
benefits and opportunities for further promotions. 

Burden-Shifting Analysis Not Appropriate in Certain 
Disability Discrimination Cases 

In Monette, et at. v. Electronic Data Systems Corporation, 90 
F.3d 1173, 1996 FED App. 0241P (6th Cir., July 30, 1996), the Sixth 
Circuit concluded that using a McDonnell Douglas burden-shift-
ing analysis is not appropriate in disability discrimination cases 
where there is direct evidence that the employer considered a dis-
ability in making an employment decision. 

Unlike other categories of discrimination cases such as those 
based on sex and race, in disability discrimination cases the 
employer often admits it considered the employee's disability in 
making an adverse employment decision. The only question then 
becomes whether the decision was based solely  upon the 
employee's disability and is resolved by determining whether the 
employee is "otherwise qualified" to perform the job using tradi-
tional methods of proof. 

The relevant analysis in these cases is as follows: (1) plain-
tiff must establish that he/she is "disabled"; (2) plaintiff must estab-
lish that he/she is "otherwise qualified" for the position either withl 
out accommodation from the employer, or with a required job 
function eliminated as non-essential, or with a proposed reason-
able accommodation; and (3) the employer must prove that a chal-
lenged job criterion is essential and therefore a business necessity 
or that a proposed accommodation will impose an undue hardship. 

In this case, the Sixth Circuit found that the burden-shifting 
approach was not necessary, because EDS's explanation for its 
actions showed that it relied on Monette's disabled status to 
replace him. Following an injury, Monette was on medical leave 
for seven months. Throughout this period he submitted medical 
reports detailing his inability to return to work. He ultimately filed 
for long-term disability benefits, but EDS denied the application, 
and his pay and benefits ceased on September 15. Monette then 
recovered and showed up for work unannounced on October 11, 
but his position had been filled and no other customer service rep-
resentative positions were available. He was placed on unpaid per-
sonal leave for the next thirty-seven days while his supervisor 
unsuccessfully attempted to find him another position with the com-
pany, but he was terminated on November 19, 1993. Monette filed 
suit alleging violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 
U.S.C. § 12101, and the Michigan Handicappers' Civil Rights Act, 
M.C.L. § 37.1102. 

Monette established that he was disabled, but failed to con-
vince the court that he was otherwise qualified to perform the essen-
tial functions of the job, with or without reasonable accommoda-
tion. The accommodation he proposed was to be kept on unpaid 
medical leave until another customer service position becamql 
available. The court observed that while employers are required toP 
transfer disabled employees to vacant positions for which they are 
qualified, they are under no duty to keep employees on unpaid leave 
indefinitely until such a position opens up, nor must they create new 
positions. Monette also claimed that EDS could have provided a 
reasonable accommodation by leaving his position open or filling 
it temporarily, but EDS showed that only one customer services 
representative worked in Monette's building and adequately 
explained the need to have such a representative available. The court 
found that it was also reasonable that Monette's position was per-
manently filled because EDS had no way of knowing when or even 
if Monette would return to work. Although EDS on two other occa-
sions held open positions open while employees were on medical 
leave, the situations were dissimilar and in fact tended to show that 
EDS provided reasonable accommodation. 

Court Clarifies Discrimination in No-Solicitation Policies 
The Sixth Circuit held that the owner of a private retail shop-

ping mall may forbid handbilling by nonemployee union organizen 
engaged in nonorganizational, informational activity directed at thc 
general public, while permitting non-labor related handbillini 
and solicitations by others in the mall, without violating sectior 
8(a)(1) of the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(1) 
Cleveland Real Estate Partners v. National Labor Relation: 
Board, 95 F.3d 457, 1996 FED App. 0301P (6th Cir., Sept. 13 
1996). 

Signs posted at Eastgate Plaza, a strip mall managed 13: 
Cleveland Real Estate Partners ("CREP"), forbade solicitor§ 
United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local No. 88( 
started a handbilling campaign against Marc's, a retail store am 
tenant at the mall because it employed non-union workers. Th. 
handbillers were asked to leave the property on several occasiom 
but refused to do so until police were summoned. 
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"Bagging." Quick, a heterosexual man, who "alleges that 

at least twelve different male co-workers bagged him on some 
100 occasions" over a two year period, has a hostile environ-
ment/sexual harassment claim under Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964. Quick v. Donaldson Co., Inc., 90 F.3d 1372, 1374 
(8th Cir. 1996). The Eighth Circuit defined "bagging" as 
"intentional grabbing and squeezing of another person's tes-
ticles," 90 F.3d at 1374. The "bagging" of Quick was at times 
so severe that the Iowa forklift operator was left with a "bob-
bing sensation" (?) as well as "bruising and swelling" and at 
times "almost passed out." 90 F.3d at 1375. The court rejected 
the company's argument that while "bagging was a pervasive 
practice," it was not sexual harassment because its perpetra-
tors and recipients all were heterosexual males. The court noted 
that the "record does not contain any incidents of a female plant 
employee being bagged." 90 F. 3d at 1374. The court did not 
indicate whether the twelve baggers were given the sack. 

A Texas Love Triangle. The Texas Supreme Court ruled 
that as adultery "is not a right 'implicit in the concept of ordered 
liberty' or 'deeply rooted in this Nation's history and tradition' " 
(at least in Texas), a public employer could deny a promotion 
to police officer Otis Henry because of his sexual relationship 
with a female dispatcher who was secretly married to another 
police officer. City qf Sherman v Hem)', 11 IER Cases 1569, 
1573. After the affair was exposed, the dispatcher divorced her 
husband. Later, however, they remarried. In the end, Heruy got 
his promotion, but did not "get the girl." It might be said that 
poor Henry was left holding the bag. 

Failure to Warn. The Michigan Court of Appeals 
recently addressed job-related adultery in a different context. 
The court ruled that a single woman could sue a married man, 
both employed at Ford, for infecting her with a sexually 
transmitted disease without warning her of risk of infection. 
Stopera v. DiMarco, 1996 Mich. App. Lexis 268 (August 30, 
1996). While troubled by the fact that the parties engaged in 
"the illegal activity of adultery," the court found that defen-
dant was more culpable than plaintiff and allowed plaintiff to 
pursue her claim. The result was no surprise; at Ford, they even 
put warnings on air bags. 

Scarlet Letter. According to the Sixth Circuit, the Hol-
iday Inn of Holland, Michigan illegally fired a pregnant 
worker under Title VII because she "contemplated having an 
abortion." Turic v. Holland Hospitality, 71 FEP Cases 28 
(1996). News of plaintiff's pregnancy and her consideration 
of an abortion "spread like wildfire," causing offense among 
the "very Christian staff," according to the testimony of a man-
ager. 849 F. Supp. 544, 546 (W.D. Mich 1994). In these cir-
cumstances, the trial court rejected Holiday Inn's claim that 
plaintiff was fired for "failure to keep the coffee urns full." The 
trial court awarded back pay, attorney fees, 850,0(X) in com-
pensatory damages, and $30,000 in punitive damages. The 
Sixth Circuit upheld all but the punitive damages. Apparently, 
the appeals court thought the Holiday Inn "urned" a little bit 
of slack. The moral: only after the verdict is upheld on appeal 
is it "in the bag." 

John G. Adam 
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Prior to the union handbilling, CREP prevented solicitation by 
- the Salvation Army and the distribution of a restaurant leaflet placed 

(iln the windshields of parked cars; however, in previous years solic-
itations by organizations including the Salvation Army, the Girl 
Scouts, and the Knights of Columbus had been permitted, along 
with solicitation of signatures by political candidates. 

The court began its inquiry as it did in NLRB v. Babcock & 
Wilcox, 351 U.S. 105 (1956) and Lechmere, Inc. v. NLRB, 502 U.S. 
527 (1992), i.e., with recognizing that there is a substantial dif-
ference between the rights of employees and nonemployees with 
respect to the distribution of union literature on privately owned 
property. Although the handbillers in this case were presumably 
"statutory employees" by virtue of being employees of other 
unionized stores, they were nonemployees for the purpose of 
analyzing the access issue. Informational handbilling is protected 
activity within the meaning of section 7, but nonemployees must 
satisfy the standards set in Babcock and Lechmere to gain tres-
passory access to exercise their rights. Here, the union was unable 
to show that inaccessibility to the general public would make inef-
fective any reasonable attempts to communicate through the usual 
channels, so it was not entitled to trespass on private property. 

The court also found that the NLRB has misinterpreted Bab-
cock's discrimination principle by its position that even an occa-
sional solicitation by another organization is discriminatory 
enforcement of a no-solicitation rule when the employer denies 
access to a union. While noting that the Supreme Court has not clar-
ified the meaning of "discrimination" as used in Babcock, the Sixth 
Circuit found that the term means favoring one union over another, 
or allowing employer-related information while barring similar 

ion-related information. The court reasoned that the purpose of 
ection 8(a)(1) is to prevent employers from interfering with 

employees' exercise of section 7 rights, and that purpose is not 
affected by allowing charitable organizations to distribute infor-
mation or conduct solicitations on its private property. 

Arbitrator Bound by Res Judicata 
In an issue not previously addressed by the Sixth Circuit, the 

court held in Aircraft Braking Systems Corporation v. Local 856, 
et al., 97 F.3d 155, 1996 FED App. 0321P (6th Cir., October 2, 
1996), that an arbitrator is bound by the doctrines of res judicata 
and/or collateral estoppel when deciding a matter previously liti-
gated in federal court between the same parties. The decision agrees 
with decisions in other circuits that have uniformly held that arbi-
trators are so bound. 

1991 Civil Rights Act Statute of Limitations Applies 
Prospectively 

In Forest v. United States Postal Service, 97 F.3d 137, 1996 
FED App. 0323P (6th Cir., October 2, 1996), the Sixth Circuit held 
that the 90-day period for filing a Title VII lawsuit provided by the 
Civil Rights Act of 1991 applied to a complaint filed after the effec-
tive date even though the events underlying the claim antedated 
the 1991 Act. 

The institution of a new procedural rule after the conduct giv-
ing rise to the suit does not make application of that rule retroac-
tive, because changes in procedural rules usually do not impose new 

0  Irdens upon the parties. The court distinguisted its decision in 
ogel v. City of Cincinnati, 959 F.2d 594 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 

113 S.Ct. 86 (1992), which held that the 1991 Act did not apply 
retroactively. In this case, the new 90-day statute of limitations did 
not affect the substantive rights of the parties and thus was a 
prospective, not retroactive, application. 
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LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT CASE SUMMARIES 

"Executive" Employee Organizing Rights Reversed. 
The Michigan Employment Relations Commission (MERC) 

has historically held that, as a matter of public policy, "executive" 
employees in the public sector do not have an absolute right to orga-
nize and bargain collectively. An "executive" employee has tra-
ditionally been defined as one who exercises significant respon-
sibility for making or implementing policy. In Grandville Municipal 
Executive Assn v City of Grandville, five "executive" employees—
the clerk, treasurer, assessor, police chief, and fire chief—attempted 
to form their own bargaining unit. MERC, exercising its discre-
tionary powers, adhered to its historical position on executive bar-
gaining units and rejected the unit. The Court of Appeals, at 213 
Mich App 586, reversed and ordered MERC to determine an 
appropriate unit of executive employees. The Supreme Court 
then summarily reversed, upholding MERC's exercise of its dis-
cretionary authority in determining that it was not good public pol-
icy to allow executive employees to bargain. The Supreme Court 
remanded the case to MERC in light of MERC's recent definitional 
changes to "executive" and "confidential" employees. 

Refusal Of Favored Work Does Not Result In Permanent 
Forfeiture Of Comp Benefits. 

The court in Derr v Murphy Motors Freight Lines, No. 95074, 
ruled that a refusal of favored work does not, despite the length of 
refusal, automatically result in a permanent forfeiture of workers' 
compensation benefits. In Derr, the claimant unreasonably refused 
an offer of favored work in 1985 resulting in the termination of his 
benefits. Claimant then applied for pension benefits and later 
moved to his retirement home. The employer declared bankruptcy 
in 1987. The magistrate treated the bankruptcy as a withdrawal of 
the favored work job offer and reinstated claimant's benefits. The 
Workers' Compensation Appeal Board affirmed, but the Court of 
Appeals reversed finding that the favored work doctrine only 
requires an employer to keep an offer of favored work open for a 
reasonable time period. The Supreme Court reversed, however, 
because MCLA 418.3015a requires benefits to be reinstated when 
a job offer is withdrawn. When the employer declared bankruptcy, 
its offer of reasonable employment expired. The case was remanded 
for a determination of whether the claimant, under all the cir-
cumstances, had "permanently" removed himself from the job mar-
ket. If so, no further payment of benefits will be required. 

Court Tackles Workers' Compensation Exclusive Remedy 
Intentional Tort Exception. 

The court in the consolidated cases of Travis v Dreis and 
Krump Manufacturing Co and Golec v Metal Exchange Corp, 453 
Mich 149; 551 NW2d 132 (1996), revisited the "intentional tort 
exception" to the exclusive remedy provision of the Workers' Dis-
ability Compensation Act. The court's majority held that the 
intentional tort exception is applicable when (1) an employee is 
injured as a result of an employer's deliberate act or omission, and 
the employer specifically intended injury; or (2) the employer had 
actual knowledge that an injury was certain to occur and wilfully 
disregarded that knowledge. Both cases were decided under the sec- 

ond test. The court affirmed summary disposition in favor of the 
employer in Travis, but reversed the same in Golec. The key 
issue in both cases was whether or not the plaintiff had to confronl 
a "continually operating dangerous condition." In Travis, while the 
employer knew that the press double-cycled intermittently, it did 
make adjustments prior to the injury occurring, thereby establishing 
that it did not "willfully disregard" the situation. In Golec, how-
ever, the court found that a question of material fact existed 
because of the employer's alleged failure to remedy a dangerous 
situation about which Golec had complained and which had 
already injured him earlier in the shift. 

Equity Wins Out In Coordination Of Workers' 
Compensation Benefits Case. 

The court in Quinton v General Motors Corp finally resolved 
a "loose end" issue dating back to a 1985 coordination of benefits 
decision (Franks v White Pine Copper Div, 422 Mich 636(1985)) 
involving workers' compensation and pension benefits. Section 354 
of the Workers' Disability Compensation Act, effective on March 
31, 1982, required coordination of these benefits but was silent on 
the issue of whether the coordination applied retroactively to per-
sons previously injured prior to the amendment's effective date. 
In Franks, the court held that Section 354 was to be retroactively 
applied. The Legislature then amended Section 354 in 1986 to 
exempt persons injured prior to March 31, 1992, from the retroac-
tive coordination. The constitutionality of this amendment was 
upheld in Romein v General Motors, 436 Mich 515 (1990). Thi 
Workers' Compensation Appeal Board, however, relying o 
Romein, ruled that Quinton and other claimants who had initially 
challenged the retroactivity issue could not escape retroactive 
coordination because a final judgment on the employer's right to 
coordinate had been entered prior to the Legislature's 1986 amend-
ment. In a lead and two concurring opinions, a majority of the cowl 
recognized the inequity created by the procedural sequence of events 
and ruled that Quinton and others like him were not subject to the 
retroactive coordination of their benefits. 

WANTED 
Lawnotes Contributors 

Lawnotes is looking for contributions of interest to 
Labor and Employment Law Section members. 

Contributions may address legal developments, trends 
in the law, practice skills or techniques, professional issues, 
new books and resources, etc. They can be objective or opin-
ionated, serious or light, humble or self-aggrandizing, long 
or short, original or recycled. 

Also, send arbitration opinions and other unreported 
court and agency decisions of interest to labor and employ-
ment lawyers for possible summarization or publication. 

For information, contact Lawnotes editor Stuart M. 
Israel or associate editor John G. Adam, Miller, Cohen, 
Martens, Ice & Geary, P.C., 1400 North Park Plaza, 17117 
West Nine Mile Road, Southfield, Michigan 48075. (810) 
559-2110. 
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MICHIGAN COURT OF 
11 	APPEALS UPDATE 

Daniel Misteravich 

Presenting to voters proposed city charter amendments 
regarding pension matters subject to collective bargaining 
does not justify injunction to keep the public from voting on 
the amendments. 

In Senior Accountants v City of Detroit, 218 Mich App 263 
(1996), the City of Detroit and its charter revision commission 
sought to have placed on the ballet two revisions of the city char-
ter, one having to do with the allocation of excess earnings from 
pension fund investments, the other having to do with a change in 
the membership of the pension board of trustees. A number of union 
locals challenged the city's proposed revisions as unilateral changes 
in the collective bargaining agreements between the city and the 
city's labor organizations. The circuit court enjoined the commission 
from including the challenged provisions among the charter revi-
sions to be presented to the voters. The Court of Appeals reversed. 

Held: An injunction should not have been issued to prevent 
the public from voting on charter revisions directed toward pen-
sion matters of public employees covered by PERA, when the par-
ties agreed that even if the revisions were to pass their imple-
mentation would be subject to collective bargaining, when the 
revisions may have altered "the level playing field" perceived to 
be in existence, and even if there may have been some confusion 
in the minds of the voters over the issues. 

• Discharge of a public school teacher for excessive force not 
justified under state statute when student was not hurt in any 
way, but may be justified under local school board rules—
Attorney fees not available to improperly discharged teacher 
under MCL 600.2421d; MSA 27A.2421(4). 

In Widdoes v Detroit Public Schools, 218 Mich App 282 
(1996), a teacher grabbed a student by the arm and pulled him 
toward the door of the gymnasium in support of the teacher's order 
to leave. The student admitted that the teacher had not "hurt him 
in any way." The Detroit Board of Education charged the teacher 
with use of excessive force and found sufficient evidence to war-
rant termination. The teacher appealed to the State Tenure Com-
mission. The Commission denied the appeal. The teacher appealed 
to the circuit court which reversed the Commission and found that 
there was not sufficient evidence of excessive force and awarded 
attorney fees to the teacher. The Court of Appeals affirmed the cir-
cuit court's ruling on excessive force, remanded to the Commis-
sion for further findings, and reversed the Circuit court on the issue 
of attorney fees. 

Held: Teacher's grabbing a student by the arm without hurt-
ing the student in any way does not amount to "corporal punish-
ment" under the corporal punishment statute, MCL 380.1312; MSA 
15.41312. However, such action by a teacher could violate a pol-
icy of a local school board and warrant termination. A local school 
board is not a state agency within the meaning of MCL 600.2421d; 
MSA 27A.2421(4); therefore, attorney fees may not be granted pur-
suant to that statute to a teacher who successfully challenges his 
or her termination by a school board. 

Claim of height and weight discrimination under Michi-
gan's civil rights act is preempted by the federal Airline Dereg-
ulation Act. 

In Fitzpatrick v Simmons Airlines, Inc., No. 179123, Septem-
ber 13, 1996, a temporary employee doing baggage handling and 
aircraft maintenance for an airline was terminated because of his 
failure to comply with the height and weight standards of the air-
line. The employee filed an action pursuant to Michigan's Civil 
Rights Act, MCL 37.2101 et seq; MSA 3.548(101) et seq. The cir-
cuit court granted the airline's motion for summary disposition on 
the grounds that the Civil Rights Act was preempted by the fed-
eral Airline Deregulation Act. The Court of Appeals affirmed. 

Held: Because the Michigan Civil Rights Act's protection of 
employees from discrimination based upon height and weight 
relates to services to be rendered by an airline, a claim alleging 
height and weight discrimination under the Civil Rights Act is pre-
empted by the federal Airline Deregulation Act, 49 USC 
41713(b)(1). 

Unions' increasing their members' life-time maximum 
health insurance benefit through non-profit subsidiary and 
agent of the employer without giving the employer an oppor-
tunity to negotiate the change was improper under PERA. 

In St. Clair Intermediate School District v Intermediate Edu-
cation Association, Nos. 161643; 161645, September 17, 1996, the 
school district filed a charge with the Michigan Employment 
Relations Commission (MERC) alleging that two unions had vio-
lated their bargaining obligation under PERA when each took part 
in increasing the life-time maximum under the parties' health 
insurance benefit. The unions had dealt with a non-profit subsidiary 
corporation created by the school board to administer the board's 
insurance plans. MERC found for the school district. The Court of 
Appeals affirmed. 

Held: A non-profit subsidiary corporation established by a 
school board to administer its insurance plans, including health 
insurance provided to employees in bargaining units, was an 
"agent" of the school district within the meaning of PERA. 
Because the unions arranged with the school board's agent to 
increase the life-time maximum benefit for health insurance with-
out notice to the school board, the increase of benefits was 
improper under PERA. The school board did not waive its right 
to bargain when the changes were made without the school board's 
knowledge, when prior acquiescence was due to error or lack of 
knowledge, and when the school board had agreed to be bound by 
changes in certificates but not changes to a handbook as in the pre-
sent case. 

Claims of gender discrimination which involve issues as to 
employer's conduct and motive are not preempted by the fed-
eral Labor Management Relations Act—Summary disposition 
improperly granted when evidence showed that employer 
intended to adversely affect female employees by freezing 
their wages—Union can be impleaded by employer for con-
tribution as a joint tortfeasor when employer is sued for vio-
lation of civil rights. 

In Donajkowski v Alpena Power Company, No.183174, No. 
183475, October 11, 1996, Christina Donajkowski worked as a 
meter reader for the defendant power company. The union nego-
tiated a new job classification "general labor/meter reader" which 
included plaintiff and two other women. The women's wages were 
frozen at a maximum rate while other workers received 2-1/2 per-
cent wage increases. Females workers who were not union mem-
bers also received wage increases. Plaintiffs brought suit under the 

(Continued on page 24) 
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Michigan Civil Rights Act alleging gender discrimination. The 
power company impleaded the plaintiff's union. The circuit court 
awarded summary disposition to the power company on the plain-
tiffs' claims. The Court of Appeals affirmed in part and reversed 
in part. 

Held: Claims of gender discrimination, based upon the Michi-
gan Civil Rights Act, which involve questions of fact as to the 
employer's conduct and motives and do not involve an interpre-
tation of the collective bargaining agreement, are not preempted 
by the federal Labor Management Relations Act. When a plaintiff's 
employment is governed by a collective bargaining agreement, the 
plaintiff is not required to allege some type of unfair labor prac-
tice as a condition precedent to a state law claim of sexual dis-
crimination. The trial court erred when it granted summary dis-
position of a claim of gender discrimination alleging disparate 
treatment when the employer said it wanted its meter readers to be 
housewives, rejected giving female meter readers a raise, and said 
that the three women meter readers were badly treated. The trial 
court erred in granting summary disposition of a claim of gender 
discrimination alleging disparate impact when the classification of 
meter reader did not seem discriminatory; but when, at the time of 
the pay freeze for that classification, the only members were 
women; and when, before the pay freeze, the position of meter 
reader was occupied by mainly men. The trial court properly per-
mitted the employer to implead the union when plaintiffs alleged 
gender discrimination arising out the classification and pay freeze 
which resulted from collective bargaining. 

Summary disposition properly granted on plaintiff's hand-
icapper's claim when defendant granted plaintiff's requested 
accommodation and plaintiff could not attribute cause of acci-
dent to his condition—Summary disposition properly granted 
on plaintiff's claim of gross negligence when defendant granted 
plaintiff's request for accommodation and monitored his use 
of welding equipment. 

In Lindberg v Livonia Public Schools, No. 181942, October 
11, 1996, the plaintiff was a paraplegic confined to a wheel chair. 
He was a welder and sought to retrain as a welder at the Livonia 
Career Center. When asked what accommodation he would require, 
he stated that he was satisfied with the welding booth and only 
needed a table inside the booth. His request was granted. The staff 
periodically monitored the plaintiff. Then, while using the weld-
ing booth, the plaintiff suffered third degree burns. The plaintiff 
sued under the Michigan handicapper's civil rights act. In his depo-
sition, the defendant admitted that he did not believe that the acci-
dent was caused by the fact that he had decreased sensation in his 
legs. The circuit court granted summary disposition in favor of the 
defendants. The Court of Appeals affirmed. 

Held: The trial court properly granted summary disposition of 
a handicapper's civil rights claim when the defendant provided the 
accommodation requested by the plaintiff and when the plaintiff 
testified that the accident was not caused by his lack of sensation 
in his legs. The trial court properly granted summary disposition 
of a claim of gross negligence when the defendant provided the 
plaintiff's requested accommodation and periodically monitored 
the plaintiff while he welded. 

BUGLIOSI ON JUDGES 
From Vincent Bugliosi, Outrage — The Five Reasons 

Why O.J. Simpson. Got Away With Murder (W.W. Norton & 
Co., 1996), at 87-88: 

A word about judges. The American people have an 
understandably negative view of politicians, public opinion 
polls show, and an equally negative view of lawyers 	Con- 
ventional logic would seem to dictate, then, that since a judge 
is normally both a politician and a lawyer, people would have 
an opinion of them lower than a grasshopper's belly. But on 
the contrary, a $25 black cotton robe elevates the deni-
grated lawyer-politician to a position of considerable honor 
and respect in our society, as if the garment itself miraculously 
imbued the person with qualities not previously possessed. 
As an example, judges have for the most part. remained off-
limits to the creators of popular entertainment, being depicted 
on screens large and small as learned men and women of 
stature and solemnity who are as impartial as sunlight. This 
depiction ignores reality. 

As to the political aspect of judges, the appointment of 
judgeships by governors (or the president in federal courts) 
has always been part and parcel of the political spoils or 
patronage system. For example. 97 percent of President 
Reagan's appointees to the federal bench were Republicans. 
Thus in the overwhelming majority of cases there is a nexus 
between the appointment and politics. Either the appointee 
has personally labored long and hard in the political vine-
yards, or he is a favored friend of one who has, often a gen-
erous financial supporter of the party in power. 

* * * 

Consequently, lawyers entering courtrooms are fre-
quently confronted with the specter of a new judge they've 
never heard of and know absolutely nothing about. The judge 
may never have distinguished himself in the legal profession, 
but a cursory investigation almost invariably reveals a polit-
ical connection. (Of course, just because there is a political 
connection does not mean that the judge is not otherwise com-
petent and qualified to sit on the bench. Many times he is.) 

* * * * 

Although there are many exceptions, by and large the 
bench boasts undistinguished lawyers whose principal qual-
ification for the most important position in our legal system 
is the all-important political connection. Rarely, for instance, 
will a governor seek out a renowned but apolitical legal 
scholar and proffer a judgeship. 

It has been my experience and, I daresay, the experience 
of most veteran trial lawyers that the typical judge has lit-
tle or no trial experience as a lawyer, or is pompous and dic-
tatorial on the bench, or worst of all, is clearly partial to one 
side or the other in this lawsuit. Sometimes the judge displays 
all three infirmities. 

It's always a great relief and pleasure to walk into 
court and find a judge who has had trial experience, knows 
the law, is completely impartial, and hasn't let his judgeship 
swell his head. There are, of course, many such admirable 
judges in this country, but regrettably they are decidedly in 
the minority. 
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EMPLOYER'S REFUSAL TO ACCEPT A GRIEVANCE 
IS AN UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE. 

In City of Flatrock, MERC Case No. C95 D-86, the Com-
mission adopted the order of Administrative Law Judge Wicking, 
regarding two unfair labor practice charges filed by the Police Offi-
cers Association of Michigan. POAM charged that the employer 
committed an unfair labor practice when two POAM members were 
advised by their supervisor that any member of the police depart-
ment who spoke with an elected City Council member would be 
fired, and that the employer committed an additional unfair labor 
practice when the Chief of Police refused to accept a grievance filed 
by the union and ordered the union member to get out of his office. 

As to the first charge, the AU J noted that a number of crimi-
nal complaints by local politicians, against one another, were 
under investigation within the police department at the time. Fur-
thermore, a particular councilman had attempted to gain informa-
tion regarding these criminal complaints. The POAM members who 
testified regarding the order of the Chief of Police agreed that the 
order was to refrain from talking to that particular councilman. The 
AU found that such comments are not evidence of an unfair labor 
practice because there is no evidence that any employees were 
threatened because of their union activity or their right to grieve 
or bargain any wages, hours, or conditions of employment. 

ik The All found that the employer had committed an unfair 
labor practice by refusing to accept a grievance presented to him 
by the union. The employer argued that the Chief was not required 
to accept the grievance because the events complained of had not 
yet occurred and the grievance was premature. The All noted that 
rejecting receipt of grievances, whether the grievances are right or 
wrong, is unacceptable procedure, stating, "Good or bad, with or 
without merit, an employer is obligated to accept proffered 
grievances." 

EMPLOYER UNILATERALLY IMPOSED CONTRACT 
AFTER REACHING IMPASSE, AND HAD NO DUTY 
TO BARGAIN PRIOR TO SUBCONTRACTING 
BARGAINING UNIT WORK. 

In City of Benton Harbor, Case Nos. C91 F-156 and C93 A-
3, on exceptions, MERC adopted the decision of Administrative 
Law Judge Kurtz, dismissing unfair labor practice charges regard-
ing the employer's unilateral actions in imposing a contract and sub-
sequently contracting out the work of water billing employees, who 
were members of the bargaining unit. 

MERC found that the record supported the finding that the par-
ties reached impasse following mediation and fact finding, noting 
that the record clearly supported the finding that on major economic 
issues "both sides had gone as far as they were able." 

MERC also agreed with the AL's decision that the employer 
did not violate its obligations under PERA in subcontracting the 

4,  work of its water billing operations. Although there had been a pro-
hibition against subcontracting contained in the collective bargaining 
agreement which had expired, that provision was no longer a term 
and condition of employment when the subcontracting occurred. 
The prohibition against subcontracting was not contained in the 
employer's final offer or in its impasse position which was law- 

fully implemented. MERC adopted the determination of the AU 
that despite the elimination of the contractual prohibition against 
subcontracting, the employer had a duty to bargain over subcon-
tracting and its impact on employees. The Commission also 
agreed that the union had been given appropriate notice and an 
opportunity to bargain the matter of subcontracting the water 
billing work and that there was no credible evidence that the lay-
off of two union officials evidenced a discriminatory intent on the 
part of the City. 

THE EMPLOYER'S ACTIONS REGARDING EARLY 
RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM DID NOT 
VIOLATE PERA. 

In Pinckney Community Schools, Case No. C94 F-136, MERC 
adopted the findings and conclusions of Administrative Law 
Judge Lynch and dismissed the unfair labor practice charges filed 
by the union. The union had charged that the respondent violated 
its obligation to bargain by 1) unilaterally adopting an early retire-
ment incentive program, 2) unilaterally implementing the school 
calendar for the 1994-95 school year, 3) failing to provide requested 
information regarding a proposal to contract with a private com-
pany, and 4) engaging in dilatory bargaining tactics and surface bar-
gaining by taking a fixed position on major issues. 

The Pickney School Board passed a motion directing the super-
intendent of schools to "begin appropriate discussion and imple-
mentation plans for the early retirement plan as presented." The 
union argued that the board's resolution, in and of itself, constituted 
the unilateral adoption of an early retirement incentive plan. 
MERC disagreed, agreeing with the findings of the AU J that the 
respondent had acknowledged that it would have to bargain con-
cerning the retirement incentive before it could be adopted. 

The union had also challenged the employer's failure to pro-
vide requested information regarding the subcontracting of bar-
gaining unit work. MERC found no violation of PERA, based on 
a finding that the employer's consideration of subcontracting was 
only in the preliminary stages and had never passed the stage of 
"exploratory discussions." MERC also noted that various docu-
ments regarding the consideration of subcontracting had been 
provided to the union. MERC also agreed with the findings of the 
ALI that the employer acted reasonably in setting the starting date 
for school one month before school was to begin and that the 
employer had not engaged in dilatory bargaining tactics and sur-
face bargaining. 

MERC FINDS NO UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE IN 
EMPLOYER REORGANIZATION. 

In City of Woodhaven, Case No. C95 C-66, MERC adopted 
the recommended order of Administrative Law Judge Wicking and 
dismissed an unfair labor practice charge alleging that the employer 
unlawfully refused a demand by the union to negotiate the reor-
gani7ation of the City's police department. The AU J noted that the 
actions at issue in the unfair labor practice proceeding had previ-
ously been addressed in a grievance arbitration which challenged 
the City's action in filling a vacant position during the reorgani-
zation. 

The arbitrator denied the grievance. 

Noting "it is not the business of MERC to interpret collective 
bargaining agreements," the AU found that whether or not an 
employer has the contractual rights to assign, reassign, or reorga-
nize is a matter for the grievance procedure. 

(Continued on page 26) 



From Ambrose Bierce, The Devil's Dictionary (1911): 

Appeal, v.t. In law, to put the dice into the box for 
another throw. 

Labor, n. One of the processes by which A acquires 
property for B. 

Lawful, adj. Compatible with the will of a judge 
having jurisdiction. 

Lawyer, n. One skilled in circumvention of the law. 

Technicality, n. In an English court a man named 
Home was tried for slander in having accused a neigh-
bor of murder. His exact words were: "Sir Thomas Holt 
hath taken a cleaver and stricken his cook upon the 
head, so that one side of the head fell upon one shoul-
der and the other side upon the other shoulder." The 
defendant was acquitted by instruction of the court, the 
learned judges holding that the words did not charge 
murder, for they did not affirm the death of the cook, 
that being only an inference. 
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MERC UPDATE 
(Continued fmm page 25) 

EMPLOYER IMPROPERLY REMOVED TWO 
POSITIONS FROM THE BARGAINING UNIT. 

On exceptions, MERC adopted the recommended order of 
Administrative Law Judge Lynch and ordered that two secretaries 
who had been removed from the bargaining unit be reinstated and 
that the union be reimbursed for all dues lost. In Livonia Public 
Schools, Case No. C95-70 and UC95 C-18, the Commission 
agreed with the finding of the All that there was no removal of 
unit work pursuant to a legitimate reorganization because the 
employer in this case had neither eliminated bargaining unit work, 
nor distributed it among other positions outside the unit. In this case, 
the employer created two new assistant superintendent positions, 
one for elementary instruction and the other for secondary instruc-
tion. After these positions were created, the employer excluded both 
the secretary to the Assistant Superintendent for Elementary 
Instruction and the secretary to the Assistant Superintendent for Sec-
ondary Instruction from the bargaining unit, relying on a recognition 
clause in the collective bargaining unit which excluded the secre-
taries to the "Assistant Superintendents in charge of Instruction, 
Business, and Personnel." 

MERC found that at the time this contract was signed, "Assis-
tant Superintendent of Instruction" was a specific position. That 
position later was eliminated and the new positions of Assistant 
Superintendent for Elementary Instruction and Assistant Super-
intendent of Secondary Instruction were created. A secretary was 
assigned for each position. MERC determined that the exclu-
sionary language contained in the contract applied to the three spe-
cific Assistant Superintendent positions identified and not to the 
two new Assistant Superintendent positions subsequently cre-
ated. The two secretarial positions were therefore were properly 
included within the bargaining unit and should not have been 
removed by the employer. 

MERC TO HOLD PUBLIC 
SECTOR LABOR LAW 

CONFERENCE 
The Michigan Employment Relations Commission will 

present "Michigan Public Sector Labor Law 1997," a con-
ference for labor and management on Friday, May 16, 1997 
in Grand Rapids at the Eberhard Center of Grand Valley State 
University. 

This one day conference will consist of workshops, pan-
els and presentations on how to conduct Act 312 arbitration, 
fact finding, unfair labor practice and representation hear-
ings, and in depth reports on the latest MERC and court deci-
sions. Specialty workshops are planned on labor law issues 
in public education and public safety. The conference is 
designed for people who work in public sector labor law — 
union officers, staff and union members; elected officials, 
administrators and staff of all size public employers; and arbi-
trators, attorneys and academics. The workshops and dis-
cussions will be led by MERC arbitrators and practioners. 

For more information or to receive registration forms, 
call Denise Gall at MERC, (313) 256-2767. 



SECTION TO VENTURE INTO 
CYBERSPACE 

The Labor and Employment Law Section and the 
Institute of Continuing Legal Education are working together 
to develop a Section home page on ICLE's web site. Ideas 
for the collaboration include up-to-the-minute substantive 
coverage of labor and employment law developments, Sec-
tion member surveys, point-counterpoint debates, FAQs 
(frequently asked questions, with answers), specialty news 
groups, online access to Lawnotes, a Lawnotes index and 
more. The Section's cyberspace committee wants to expand. 
If you are interested in discussing how you can participate 
in this project, call committee members Janet C. Cooper (313-
427-0877), Roy L. Roulhac (313-256-3519) or Sheldon J. 
Stark (810-542-3784). 
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NEW LAW ALTERS TAXABILITY OF 
SETTLEMENTS AND AWARDS IN 

milEMPLOYMENT CASES 
(Continued from page 1) 

It has been common in the past for parties in Michigan cases 
to characterize a portion of a settlement or recovery as non-taxable 
"personal injury" damages in view of the allowance in the Elliott-
Larsen Civil Rights Act for tort-type remedies. Various state law 
tort theories have also supported such a characterization. An allo-
cation of a portion of a settlement payment and characterization 
in this manner will no longer be permissible under the new legis-
lation. Presumptively, an entire settlement or award in a civil case 
will be deemed taxable income unless some or all of it can be legit-
imately characterized as compensation for a physical injury. In view 
of the legislative history, the IRS can be expected to recognize very 
limited types of physical injuries. The net effect of this tax law 
change may be to make settlements in employment cases more 
difficult because the IRS will be taking a much larger share of the 
proceeds. 

There are several final and very practical questions prompted 
by the new tax law regarding how and when taxes are to be paid 
on awards (or portions of awards) that had previously been 
excluded from income as "personal injury" damages. Must an 
employer withhold taxes, treating the award as though it were a pay-
check? Must FICA be withheld? Must state and local income taxes 
be withheld? Does a Form 1099 at year-end suffice or must pay- 
. ents be reported on a Form W-2? The answers are not free from 

ubt, though the law does not purport to alter the rules govern-
ing the deductibility of damage awards or settlement payments. Pre-
sumably, as in the past, damages allocable to lost earned income 
would continue to be subject to tax withholding and FICA obli-
gations. However, it is not entirely clear whether now-taxable dam-
ages attributable to non-physical injuries (apart from lost earned 
income) would be subject to tax withholding and RCA obligations 
or could legitimately be reported on a Form 1099.The prudence of 
allocating monies to particular elements of damages (as well as 
interest and attorney fees) in a settlement agreement, and obtain-
ing good advice from a tax professional, are self-evident. 

Plan to Attend 

THE STATE BAR OF MICHIGAN LABOR 
AND EMPLOYMENT LAW SECTION 

MID-WINTER MEETING 

Dates: Friday, January 31, 1997 
Saturday, February 1, 1997 

Place: Ypsilanti Marriott Hotel and 
Eastern Michigan University Conference Center 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 

Watch your mail for details 

THE VIEW FROM THE CHAIR 
(('ontinued from Page 1) 

In continuing the objective of better serving Section members, 
and with the assistance of the Institute of Continuing Legal Edu-
cation, the Council is continuing to explore the creation of a 
Labor and Employment Law web site. We are considering what the 
Council wants to accomplish for its members by posting information 
on the web site. Some suggestions include: Section specialists cre-
ating frequently asked questions (faqs) for their subject area, 
together with answers, analysis of significant new cases, summary 
and analysis of new key legislative developments, check lists in 
discrete areas and archives of Lawnotes articles. Please give us your 
input by contacting our web site committee members: Janet 
Cooper, Roy Roulhac or Sheldon Stark. 

Plans are also well underway for the 22nd Annual Labor and 
Employment Law seminar, scheduled for April 10 and 11, 1997 at 
the MSU Management Education Center in Troy, co-sponsored by 
the Section, ICLE and FMCS. We have secured some of the best rec-
ognized names in Michigan in labor and employment law as presenters 
and panelists. We will be providing essential updates in labor and 
employment law as well as in-depth treatment of subjects of inter-
est. Look for details in your next Lawnotes and mailings from ICLE. 

The Council will also be considering suggestions from newly 
elected State Bar President Victoria A. Roberts to improve the image 
of our profession and our relationship with the general public. Pres-
ident Roberts requests Section participation in a variety of matters, 
including: encouraging members of our Section to provide free legal 
advice to the public during each annual meeting of the State Bar, 
beginning with the meeting in Detroit in 1997; providing educational 
brochures for the general public in our areas of expertise; assisting 
the State Bar in producing public service announcements; and 
continuing in our efforts to increase the participation of women and 
minorities in Labor and Employment Section activities. 

We continue to encourage your involvement in the Section. 
There are many opportunities to serve including being a contrib-
utor to Lawnotes and, if we are successful, a Section web site, serv-
ing as speaker at one of our many programs, or just giving us your 
thoughts on how we can better serve you. 

Best regards, 
Ronald R. Helveston, Chairperson 



INSIDE LAWNOTES 
• Ted Opperwall and Tom Hammerschmidt explain how changes in the tax law affect 

employment cases. 

• Shel Stark, Margie Sande and Bob Sedler analyze the interface between workplace race and 
sex harassment and the First Amendment. 

• NLRB attorney Amy Bachelder reviews the law governing economic and unfair labor practice 
strikers and permanent and temporary replacements. 

• MERC mediator Jim Amar offers his perspective about what helps and what hurts in the 
collective bargaining process. 

• Information on upcoming events: the Labor and Employment Law Section's Mid-Winter 
Meeting in Ypsilanti; the Twenty-Second Annual Labor and Employment Law Seminar in 
Troy; and MERC's 1997 Michigan Public Sector Labor Law Conference in Grand Rapids. 

• Labor and employment decisions from the U.S. Supreme Court, the Sixth Circuit, the 
Michigan Supreme Court, the Michigan Court of Appeals, the NLRB and MERC. 

• Authors James C. Amar, Amy Bachelder, Kathleen Corkin Boyle, E. Sharon Clark, Thomas 
D. Hammerschmidt, Jr., Ronald R. Helveston, Russell S. Linden, George M. Mesrey, Daniel 
Misteravich, Theodore Opperwall, David A. Rhem, Margaret J. Sande, Robert A. Sedler, 
William C. Schaub, Jr., Sheldon J. Stark, and more. 
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